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ABSTRACT
Title: Hydrodynamic Resistance of a Surfboard: An Analytical, Empirical, and
Statistical Analysis
Author: Andrew Leonard Kledzik
Principle Advisor: Robert J. Weaver, Ph.D.

The objective of the present study defines a drag coefficient for a 9’0”
surfboard.

The hydrodynamic drag of a surfboard is derived from theory

outlining the mathematical foundation used.

Analytical solutions provide

values for boundary layer thickness, momentum flux width, shear stress, drag
force and the drag coefficient. This study also examines maximum velocities
attainable from in-situ observations of surfers paddling in a controlled
environment.
observations

The theoretical predictions are compared with experimental
of surfboard resistance;

while

instrumentation and methods of measurement.

simultaneously validating
A number of problems are

highlighted, ranging from mathematical problems on turbulent flow analysis to
impacts on coastal processes and economic considerations. A review of the
physical

characteristics

for

ocean

waves

provides

information

on

instrumentation deployed in the field. The methodology delivers a means for
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testing surfboard drag properties; and facilitates the pursuit of designing a more
hydrodynamic surfboard. The results for the drag properties of a 9' 0" surfboard
(average 𝐷𝑟𝑎𝑔 𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒 = 311 Newtons, and velocity dependent average 𝐶𝐷 =
0.6 to 0.005 can be used for comparison against future surfboard drag
experiments. Furthermore, identification of the resistive forces acting on a
surfboard establishes a sound foundation for continued research of the more
complicated aspects of the hydrodynamic characteristics of surfboard design.
The experimental approach of the present study provides in-situ data for
accelerations (𝐴𝑥 ≤ 3 𝑚/𝑠 2 ), velocities (0 ≤ 𝑣 ≤ 3 𝑚/𝑠), Froude #’s (0.05 ≤
𝐹𝑟 ≤ 0.6), and Reynolds #’s (1.0 ≤ 𝑅𝑒 ≤ 7.98 (× 106 )).
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INTRODUCTION

Understanding the mechanism of catching and riding a wave from a
mathematical perspective has presented many challenges to the scientific
community over the last century.

Past studies have ranged from simple

photographic observations (Walker, 1974) (Dally, 2001) of surfers to more
complex techniques like advanced computer modeling and hydrodynamic flow
analysis on flat plates (Savitsky, et al., 1958). A disconnect between the simple
approach and complex analysis is not uncommon to find when reviewing
previous published works. For this reason, the present study will incorporate
both techniques with the hope of finding a reasonable correlation between
intuitive expectations and the theoretical predictions, while defining a drag
coefficient for a vessel designed to surf ocean waves. Over the years, despite
the level of complexity of the experiments performed, a simple drag analysis on
a surfboard seems to have been overlooked; there are few publications on the
subject.

Experimentally defining the drag coefficient and drag force for a

surfboard will establish a foundation for future hydrodynamic studies.
The science behind surfing is dynamic to say the least and is often approached
from one of several general areas. Hydrodynamics is essential, as the math
describing the problem must coincide with observation. The efficiency of a
vessel can be increased by achieving the desired lift obtained partially by
maintaining a low value of drag (Clement, 1964).
1

Applied to surfing

mechanics, this concept would translate to more speed and improved control for
the surfer.

It is important to understand the background of surfing, surf

terminology and to clarify the relationship surfing has with other scientific
disciplines.

An understanding of the basic wave mechanics is relevant to

establish some intuitive principles on the surfing event. Coastal processes,
which play a significant role in understanding the essence of surfing, can
encompass a wide range of subjects ranging from economic impacts to long
term geologic events, physical oceanographic processes, as well as chemical
and biological factors. Presented below is an overview of the different topics
associated with the science of surfing, and how each relates to the subject of
surfboard drag analysis.
1.1

HYDRODYNAMICS

Research on the hydrodynamics of a flat plate in various planning conditions
provides the foundation for physics governing the surfboard drag analysis study.
One of the earlier milestones in the attempt to understand surfing from a
mathematical approach should be accredited to work done by Savitsky, Prowse,
and Lueders in 1958.

A complete understanding of the hydrodynamic

characteristics of a surfboard would require an examination of the lift, drag, side
force, pitching moment, rolling moment, and yawing moment for a plate subject
to high speed (laminar) flow conditions. Several studies of these physical
parameters stand out as focal points related to the drag of a surfboard. It was
2

found that the leading edge-wave rise, the change in height of the free surface
associated with the fluid displacement as a result of induced momentum, was
not affected by the yaw angle of the flat plate. It has also been observed that for
a flat plate with a zero roll angle, the leading edge-wave rise was the same as
that of a flat plate in symmetrical planing conditions (Savitsky, et al., 1958).
Although these results seem intuitive, there is significance in demonstrating
these physical features experimentally. Though a surfboard is not a flat plate
(Vanden-Broeck & Keller, 1989), photographic evidence (see Figure 1.1)
suggests that changes in the leading edge-wave rise would be negligible due to
the relatively small curvature of the surfboard compared to the dead-rise angle,
that is the pitch angle of the flat plate relative to the free surface of the fluid, of
the asymmetric planning flat plate.

3

Figure 1.1: Noticeable dead-rise angle and rolling moment, with negligible
edge-wave rise. (Kledzik, 2016)

Perhaps more interesting, and where the effects might be expected to differ
from that of a surfboard are considerations of the chine edge thickness. Chine
edge thickness is defined as the geometric shape of the lengthwise edge of the
plate (or surfboard). It has been shown that at small yaw angles and large
positive roll angles, the cross flow does not separate from the rolled down chine
edge. Negative pressures are observed in this region but, when the yaw angle
was increased, the flow separated cleanly from the chines (Savitsky, et al.,
1958). For a flat plate subject to laminar flow, a decrease in height and a
general “inward” movement of the lateral spray has been observed, associated
4

with the negative pressures measured along the chine edge (Savitsky, et al.,
1958). These results can provoke a variety of discussions when considering the
hydrodynamic behavior of a surfboard, posing questions about hardening the
rail (chine edge) to produce a more unidirectional flow during small roll angles
to decrease drag.

From another perspective, softening the rails to achieve

higher negative pressures on the “rolled-down” edge during large roll moments
may also achieve some measurable decrease in drag.
The analysis of a surfboard appears to be significantly more complicated due to
major differences from a test plate; where a surfboard is curved with rocker (as
compared to a flat plate) and having a differential change in the chine edge
exposed to flow conditions versus uniform and hard chine scenarios found in
the literature. Also, the surfboard is exposed to the full range of roll, pitch and
yaw angles compared to a few incremental degree changes presented in flat
plate studies.

To further complicate matters, the surfboard will encounter

changing conditions of surface flow associated with the changing wave
conditions as compared to constant flat free surface flow scenarios. Flat plate
hydrodynamic studies provide a sound foundation for examining the physical
mechanism of the fluid/plate surface interaction, which facilitates the study of
surfboard drag properties and allowing for similarities and simplifications to be
made.

5

In summary, methods of examining the hydrodynamics of a plate subject to
flow conditions at paddling speeds will govern the present analysis.

The

experiment will consider the hydrodynamic resistance effects acting on the
surfboard and determine if the flow regime is laminar, turbulent or transitional.
With some modifications to the geometry and physical characteristics of the
system, the experiment could be designed to explore any given physical
parameter discussed above; but for the purpose of the present study only the
drag characteristics will be isolated and evaluated. A brief description on the
mechanics of surfing should facilitate some of the complexities described
above. The following section highlights several important factors that relate
mathematical concepts to the physical activity of surfing.
1.2

SURFING BACKGROUND

Form drag appears to be the dominant force governing board speed (Dally,
2001). Although this assumption/approximation seems to hold for empirical
analysis, it seems appropriate to approach the problem theoretically from a
clean slate, allowing the development of the resistance influence to include the
possibility of turbulent flow conditions within the boundary layer. Thus, the
theoretical approach to solving the drag problem of surfing will incorporate a
stepwise system; giving an unbiased alternative to our assumptions of the
dominant resistive effects that influence the mechanism of surfing.

6

Early studies of surfing physics began with evaluating the speed of a surfer.
Largely empirical in nature, these studies incorporated visual and photographic
techniques in an attempt to understand the surfing event.

Photographic

evidence collected (Walker, 1974) has been used to determine surfboard speeds
achieved at several well-known surf breaks with varying wave conditions
(Dally, 2001). The relation between the peel angle and celerity of an incoming
wave to the velocity of the surfer has been proposed to be a function of breaker
height and not necessarily influenced by breaker type (Dally, 2001). The results
of the study show a statistical correlation of board speed to breaker height, with
a R2 value of 0.91, but the study is simplified to a single variable analysis, and
does not sufficiently address the complexity of the problem. Such complexities
may include (but are not limited to) a detailed force analysis, influences of a
varying Iribarren number and accuracy of measurement.
Although the present study avoids the complexity of the surfboard trimming
along a wave (parallel to the peel angle), it does address a theoretical
examination of the influences of drag which should be well understood before
the maximum speed of a surfer can be effectively studied. Examination of the
flow field under the surfboard is another approach to evaluating surf
hydrodynamics, and can be presented in terms of numerical solutions to free
surface flows (Binder & Vanden-Broeck, 2005). This study will also briefly
examine the changes in attainable velocities with respect to applying maximum
7

paddle forces and statistically validate the instrumentation and methods used for
measurement.
1.3

GENERAL BACKGROUND ON WAVES

Ocean waves are the providence by which surfers are decreed. What is actually
known about such an entity as an ocean wave may be as suited to a
philosophical discussion as a scientific one. However, many characteristics of
ocean waves are observable, predictable, and even reproducible. To a surfer
these traits are invaluable, as they provide information that may be used to find
waves of a specific quality.

Details on the mechanics of water waves

“quantifying wave climates, wave interactions with coastal features, and wave
prediction” is best learned through experience, but can be explored through selfstudy via text books (Dean & Dalrymple, 1991).
An important feature of the initial part of this study was being able to identify
waves that are surfable and those that are “unsurfable.”

Wave steepness,

current driven effects, size, wind speed and direction, and wave speed can then
further define these two wave qualities. What renders the wave catchable or not
may be limited to wave steepness, wave size, wind direction and wind strength.
The present study proposes that the hydrodynamic characteristics of surfboard
design will also play a role in wave catchability. Wave speed may not be a
necessary factor, as the paddling abilities of an average surfer should be
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sufficient to catch a broad spectrum of waves to effectively study the physical
characteristics of the surfing event. Site conditions for this study include a
gradual sloping sandy profile, subject to local sandbar formation producing both
longshore and cross- shore rip currents.

Currents, however, may also be

assumed negligible, for all practical purposes, because the majority of surfing is
done on the peak, generally outside of the rip zone (Scarfe, et al., 2003).
Synoptic evaluation of wave quality coupled with detailed information on the
resistive properties of a surfboard will provide insight into the catchability and
surfability of a wave. Several important features of high quality waves are
discussed below, as well as how and why a drag study is relevant to these
coastal features.
1.4

COASTAL R ELEVANCE

Recently, the field of coastal engineering has indicated a need for more
scientific based information on the surfing event.

Scientifically published

research on surf related topics assist coastal engineers, policy makers and
legislative entities in making educated decisions when managing coastal zones.
Around the beginning of the 21st century, surfing interests and coastal
engineering practices began to merge due to the magnitude of the surf
industries’ successes (Scarfe, et al., 2009).

9

With continuous pressure for coastal development, heated debates can take
place between environmental activists, locals, business owners and developers.
Qualitative assessments of local waves may not satisfy the rigorous process of
producing explicit documentation for a fact based exchange.

Having

information on the surfability of a local wave backed by experimentation and
mathematical theory will substantiate objective resolution for all parties. The
study examined for this thesis will provide a building block for a more
comprehensive understanding of how and why a wave is catchable, general
surfability and wave quality. A description of wave type and wave shape
inherently must also be considered when addressing surf quality (Battjes, 1974).
Evaluation of specific regions that are recognized as prominent surf breaks, and
the ability to examine what makes them such from a scientific perspective may
aid in solving coastal development problems (Scarfe, et al., 2009). Continued
research in this arena is important, as coastal development can significantly
influence the wave mechanics of the region and cause unwanted or unforeseen
environmental effects. Due to the complexity and the wide range of scientific
studies on the coastal environment a detailed review is beyond the scope of the
present study. For the readers benefit or interest, Scarfe’s “Research-Based
Surfing Literature for Coastal Management and the Science of Surfing—A
Review” (Scarfe, et al., 2009) will provide a convenient place to begin an
assessment on coastal topics related to surfing. There are a few coastal related
10

topics that are worth mentioning for the purpose of the present study, as they
highlight how coastal features affect wave quality, which in turn affects
surfability. The surfability of a wave is significant to the present study in that it
is directly related to wave catchability, which is the underlying goal of the drag
analysis study. Coastal structures and development often influence near shore
hydrodynamics and sediment transport.

Changing the dynamic of a local

shoreline often changes nearby wave quality. Research has highlighted some
dramatic effects on wave quality as a result of dynamic near shore currents
(Phillips, et al., 2003). Examination of the speed and direction of currents in the
surf zone through measurements of sediment flux during a swell event can
provide information about water movement, wave behavior, as well as shifting
seafloor topographic features.

Information on wave shape and surfability

relative to different currents must be considered when addressing the ability to
catch a wave (Phillips, et al., 2003). For example, if the current were flowing
offshore, opposite in direction of incoming waves, the wave would have a
“sucking” tendency about it, or cause it to barrel, becoming hollow sooner.
This increase in steepness would inherently make it easier to catch the wave.
Alternatively, the relative velocity of the paddler would be reduced, due to the
fact the she was paddling against a current, increasing the difficulty of wave
catchability. From this argument, the system complexity demonstrates how
essential each detail can be when trying to determine the relation between surfer
11

and wave. A study of the hydrodynamic resistance effects acting on a surfboard
is anticipated to provide key information helpful to understanding this complex
surfing system. Along with the importance coastal processes, a brief discussion
is included on the economics related to wave riding.
1.4.1 SURF ECONOMICS AND COASTAL CONSIDERATIONS
Local as well as global economics have shown that the multi-billion dollar surf
industry (Kvinta, 2013) is an important economic engine especially for coastal
communities.

There are two themes worth mentioning that have direct

implications to the drag analysis study. The first considers coastal regions and
the associated economics resulting from recreational use and provides a method
for putting a monetary value on a wave. The other subject addresses financial
attributes of the surfboard itself.
Preserving the coastline and local wave features has become an important topic
among scientific and engineering communities. From an economic standpoint,
two methods of assessing the value of a local surf break have been defined. The
first is the economic impact directly associated with surfers spending money in
the community while at their surfing destination. This approximation and can
be determined using simple survey techniques. One method is to ask a number
of surfers how much they spend to come surf the location each day. Then
determine how many surfers visit that location per year. An average of the cost
spent per day per person multiplied by the number of visitors per year, provides
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an estimate of the economic impact (Scarfe, et al., 2009). The second method
of determining value of a surf break is the total economic value of the location.
This is calculated based on the “Travel Cost Model” of the consumer surplus of
each individual multiplied by the number of individuals that visit per year
(Wagner, et al., 2011). A case study form October 2011 by Chad Nelson
showed Lower Trestles (subject to coastal development issues) to be worth
approximately $26 million per year (Wagner, et al., 2011). Wave catchability
and surfability are two of the key factors for determining the worth of a wave.
The other theme to consider, is the economics of surfboard sales. From a
survey taken in 2016 (Brain, 2016), there are an estimated 23 million surfers
worldwide. Assuming each surfer buys only by one board, at an average cost of
a surfboard at $500, a modest approximation of dollars spent on surfboards
alone would total $11.5 billion. From this perspective, research into designing a
more hydrodynamically favourable surfboard seems quite valid
1.4.2 FLORIDA COAST
The Florida coast has been home to a strong surf culture that dates back to the
early 1960’s when characters like Jack Murphy were shaping boards for
Surfboard House and Jeff Crawford was paddling out at Melbourne Beach in
full force getting primed to win the Pipeline Masters in 1974. Along with the
70’s came arguably one of the greatest surfers of all time, Kelly Slater. Born
and raised on Cocoa Beach, Fl. Slater grew up surfing the beach breaks of
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Brevard County including magic of places like Sebastian Inlet.

One may

wonder, “Does the Florida surf climate have anything to do with shaping the
surfer that holds 11 World Titles and 54 World Championship Tour (WCT)
victories?” (WSL, 2011). A closer look may reveal some hidden secrets into
what Florida has to offer, other than the typical “perfect tourist destination” and
“small waves perfect for learning” attributes used to describe Florida. At first,
Florida would not seem like an ideal place to find good waves. Unfavourable
onshore trade winds blow much of the year and relatively shallow shelf extends
some 50 miles off shore disrupting wave velocities and affecting important
shoaling characteristics.

The Florida coast also has a limited choice of

bathymetric structures and a poor selection of natural changes in exposure.
From this perspective, Florida would appear to be a poor destination to look for
quality surfing waves. From another view, the Florida coastline offers long
stretches of uncrowded sandy beaches with outstanding beach breaks, and an
endless choice of continuously changing sandbars, combined with a wide range
of ocean waves from short period wind swell to epic, long period, short range,
high energy, hurricane swell, warm water and screaming offshore winds.
Perhaps worthwhile surf destinations are in the eye of the beholder. The latter
of these qualities are what make Florida a reasonable choice of destination for
conducting a wave catchability experiment.

Taking information from the

current drag study, along with the validated instrumentation into the variable
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wave climate at Melbourne Beach, Florida, should provide a nice platform to
conduct the catchability study.
1.5

BRINGING IT ALL TOGETHER

From the scientific perspective, deriving a sound description of the mechanics
governing the surfing event yields to numerous complex obstacles. The fickle
nature of ocean waves, shifty and unpredictable wind conditions and countless
board designs are a few of the challenges facing the study of surfing. Only
recently have manmade waves of surfing quality become a possibility for
bringing the study into a controlled environment.

Investigating surfboard

design can be scaled down to model proportions and can provide methods for an
experimental study with reproducible conditions; though the consequences of
this approach are still unknown. Studies have shown that a model surfboard
weighted appropriately can be set to “surf” a standing wave within a wave tank
(Hornung & Killen, 1976). Similarity assumptions must be made with this type
of study that may or may not be valid and would require, at the very least, a
statistical validation against the full-scale physical scenario.

The current

inquiry will use a full-scale board in a protected swimming pool in an attempt to
straddle the controlled environment versus model scaling problems.
Experiments done (prior to (Dally, 2001)) suggest that the boundary layer of the
model surfboard is turbulent (Hornung & Killen, 1976). The theory presented
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proposes that scaling effects of the model surfboard have little to no influence
on the lift forces of the surfboard but would show significant differences in the
drag forces observed (Hornung & Killen, 1976).
A theoretical examination of the influences of drag should provide a logical
starting place to understanding surfing hydrodynamics. An examination of the
changes in attainable velocities with respect to maximum propulsion force, full
paddle, should be coupled with the drag analysis study, due to the drag
force/velocity relationship. A statistical validation of the instrumentation used
and methods of measurement would establish a framework for future
experimentation. Published data on resistive forces observed for full scale
surfboard testing would allow for comparisons with model and prototype
surfboard testing. Finally, research on the drag characteristics of a surfboard
would provide another set of methods for examining the hydrodynamics of
surfing, with possibilities of making modifications to the geometry and physical
characteristics of the system.
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2

THEORY

Theoretical analysis of the fluid mechanics governing the surfer/surfboard
system began with a dimensional analysis of drag properties of a surfer without
waves. Dimensional analysis provides a means for assessing which variables
govern the problem and allows for a formulation of the Reynolds number and
drag coefficient. The calculation of Reynolds and Froude numbers were then
calculated to establish a foundation for the mathematical approach.

These

analyses lead to a separation of the problem into viscous and inviscid flow
fields, and an examination of the associated boundary layer characteristics.
Calculating the boundary layer thickness, wall shear stress, and drag coefficient,
allow the researcher to predict whether the flow conditions will be laminar or
turbulent. Each of these components are a function of velocity. To better
understand the behaviour, profiles of the shear stress, drag, and boundary layer
thickness are generated for a range of velocities.
In order to develop an analytical solution, the following approximations and
assumptions are made:


Conservation of Mass



Conservation of Energy



Conservation of Momentum



Incompressible Fluid
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2.1

DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS

To approach the experimental planning stage, all independent variables
expected to influence the problem were listed. The list was derived through
empirical knowledge of the phenomena, coupled with a close examination of
the geometry, physical characteristics and fluid properties that comprise the
system.

The initial relationship developed is expressed in the following

relation: Drag Force, (FD ) = f(ρ, u, SAb , μ); where 𝐹𝐷 represents the total drag
force, 𝜌 is the fluid density, 𝑢 is the vessel velocity, 𝑆𝐴𝑏 is the total wetted
surface area of the vessel, and μ is the fluid dynamic viscosity.
The next step was to express each variable in terms of basic dimensions as can
be seen below, using conventional symbols for mass (M), length (L), and time
(T);
Drag Force
(FD ) = f(ρ, u, SAb , μ)
where;
Drag Force: FD ≐ N ≐ MLT −2
kg

Density:  ≐ m3 ≐ ML−3
Velocity: u ≐

m
s

≐ L T −1
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(2.1)

Vessel Length: lv ≐ m ≐ L
Viscosity:  ≐ N

s
m2

≐ ML−1 T −1

A determination of the number of pi terms using the Buckingham pi theorem
gives values for k and r as seen below:
k = number of variables = 5
r = number of reference dimensions = 3
Number of pi terms = k - r = 2 thus,
Π1 and Π2
The development of each pi term was carried out by first selecting a number of
repeating variables equal to the number of reference dimensions, r.

Each

variable is raised to an exponential power and multiplied together in such a
manner as to create a dimensionless result. This process is repeated until each
pi term is derived. The derivation of pi terms reveals both the Reynolds number
as well as the drag coefficient, confirming validity to the derivation. The steps
are as follows:
Step 1
FD ML 3 −1
≐ 2 LM
ρ
T
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≐

L4
T2

Step 2
F
[ ρD ]
v2

L4
]
FD
T2
≐ [ 2 ] ≐ 2 ≐ L2
L
ρv
[ 2]
T
[

Step 3
[

𝛱1 ≐

FD
] L2
ρv 2
≐ 2 ≐ Π1
l2v
L

FD
FD
=
≐ CD
ρv 2 l2v ρv 2 A

Where 𝐶𝐷 is the shape, roughness, and flow dependant drag coefficient.
The second pi term is derived in the same manner as follows;
Step 1
M
T
μ
L2
L
≐
≐
M
ρ
T
L3
Step 2
μ
[ ρ]
v

L2
≐ T ≐ L
L
T

And finally,
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(2.2)

μ
[ρ v]
L
≐
≐ Π2
lv
L
which yields the Reynolds number:

Π2 =

μ
1
ρ v lv
=
→
= 𝑅𝑒
ρ v lv
𝑅𝑒
μ

(2.3)

The Reynolds number was calculated using practical values for typical paddle
speeds, board length, with a ρ and µ for fresh water at 20ºC˙, and found to be:
𝑅𝑒 = 3 × 106 𝑢 indicating that the mechanism of surfing is theoretically inertia
dominated. Including gravity as a variable would result in a third pi term, the
Froude number was estimated to be, Fr = 0.184.
The large Reynolds number calculated above indicates the problem should be
separated into viscous and inviscid flow regimes (Munson, et al., 2009). With
an empirical evaluation of the surfer wave system, one can see the validity of
this conclusion. The area affected by viscous forces is observed downstream of
the surfer in the boundary layer and wake regions, Figures 2.1, a) and b). The
regions in front of and abeam of the surfboard just outside of the boundary layer
behave as an inviscid flow field.
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a)

b)
Figures 2.1: The image illustrates the streamlined inviscid flow field upstream,
contrasted by the extended turbulent wake region downstream of the board a)
propelled by the wave and b) during paddling as the surfer attempts to catch a
wave. (Kledzik, 2016)
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An examination of the boundary layer characteristics is presented in the
following section.
2.2

BOUNDARY LAYER

Mathematically consistent with the derivations above, examination of the
boundary layer characteristics of the surfer/surfboard system is as follows, from
(Schlichting, et al., 2000);
υ x
U

δ = 5√

(2.4)

The boundary layer thickness for laminar flow conditions was calculated for
typical paddling, and surfing speeds, Figures 2.2, a) and b) respectively, at
various intervals along the length of the board, x.
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.

a)

.

b)

Figures 2.2: Analytic boundary layer thicknesses computed for typical a)
paddling speeds, and b) surfing speeds. Note the reduction in the boundary
layer thickness at increased board velocities.
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For the scope of the current project, observations of the relative Boundary Layer
Thickness (BLT) suggest that the affects can be considered negligible at low
velocities.
As shown below, the boundary layer thickness is a function of the length of the
surfboard, thus further analysis is required for the development of a useful
relation of drag forces and shear stresses.

When examining the physical

meaning of Equation 2.4 for delta it becomes apparent that there will be an
associated decrease in momentum flux with an increase in board length coupled
with the increasing boundary layer thickness. To parametrize this issue, it
becomes necessary to define a condition that represents the momentum flux at
any point along the board. The flux at a point closer to the nose of the board
(section width A-A) will be greater than the flux across a section (B-B) of board
further down the stringer (distance x) as represented in Figure 2.3.
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B-B
Cross-sectional area
A-A

Figure 2.3: Long Board showing regions of changing momentum flux at
paddling speeds. Section A-A of higher momentum flux, vs. section B-B with
lower momentum flux. (Kledzik, 2017)
The momentum flux thickness, 𝛩, associated with the boundary layer for a
surfboard will change along the length of the board and can be represented as
(Munson, et al., 2009):
𝛿

Θ = ∫
0

u
u
(1 − ) dy
U
U

(2.5)

Where 𝑢 = 0.99𝑈 is the velocity at the point of the turbulent and inviscid flow
field interface, as accepted by standard boundary layer theory.
representation holds provided it is applied beyond a distance of 𝑅𝑒 =
1000 from the nose or leading edge of the surfboard.
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This
𝑈𝑥
𝜐

=

Manipulation of the continuity equation originally presented by Prandtl and
Blasius and described in some detail by (Rosenhead, 1963) brings about a
simplification of the momentum thickness equation and wall shear stress as
functions of x. Both equations were used to calculate theoretical values for the
surfboard at regular intervals along the length of the stringer.
The relation for momentum flux thickness as a function of distance, x, along the
stringer for various Reynolds numbers is represented in the following equation
and plotted for various board speeds, Figures 2.4, a) and b).
Θ=

.

0.664 x
√Rex

a)
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(2.6)

.
b)
Figures 2.4: Momentum flux thickness plotted against board length, for a range
of a) paddling velocities, and b) surfing velocities.

The shear stress, Equation 2.7), can be represented visually, Figures 2.5, a) and
b), for a range of velocities achieved at typical paddle and typical surfing
speeds.
The shear stress can be calculated by (Munson, et al., 2009):
3

τ = 0.332 (u2 ) √
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ρ∗µ
𝑥

(2.7)

.

a)

.
b)
Figures 2.5: Shear stress as a function of board length, for a range of a) paddling
velocities and b) surfing velocities
A few things worth noting arise from a comparison of Figures 2.3 through
Figures 2.5. The first reveals the relation between an increasing boundary layer
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thickness to an exponential decrease in shear stress. The second involves a
closer look at the relative velocities used for the calculations. The boundary
layer thickness decreases with increasing velocities, while the resulting shear
stress increases. These are well-known and expected results, but should be
revisited for the case of examining surfboard hydrodynamics. When evaluating
the surfboard-water interaction by visual inspection only, it is quite difficult to
determine whether to approach the problem with laminar flow, turbulent, or use
to transitional flow conditions for calculations.

Figure 2.6: Visual inspection of laminar flow at paddling speeds along the
bottom length of board. (Kledzik, 2017)

As seen in, Figure 2.6, when viewed from below the free surface, one may be
able to approximate laminar flow; whereas, when viewed from above the free
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surface, the flow might easily be interpreted as turbulent with a clearly defined
wake extending well beyond the trailing edge of the surfboard, Figure 2.7.

Figure 2.7: Visual inspection may be interpreted as turbulent flow with a long
extended wake. (Kledzik, 2016)

Furthermore, the difference in velocities from max paddle speed to max surfing
speeds is relatively large, and should be considered when assessing surfboard
hydrodynamics. Because a surfboard is not a flat plate, the flow conditions are
likely more complex and because this specific study has never been performed,
both

scenarios

(laminar/turbulent,

paddle/surf)

should

be

examined

experimentally and compared to the theoretical findings with the hope of
determining a sound correlation.
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2.3

MOMENTUM INTEGRAL METHOD

Approaching the problem from another perspective illustrates the usefulness in
conducting the velocity experiment, as information on drag forces and shear
stresses are easily obtained if the velocity profiles are known.

The well-

established equation for drag as a function of momentum flux represents the
balance of shear forces and changes in momentum. As the distance along the
surfboard, length, x, increases the boundary layer thickness, δ, increases, and
the resulting shear (drag) forces increase. From (Munson, et al., 2009):
𝛿

D = ρ b ∫ 𝑢 (U − u) dy

(2.8)

0

Substituting the momentum flux into the drag equation above gives a relation of
drag as a function of momentum thickness, Θ:
D = ρ b U2 Θ

(2.9)

Differentiating Equation 2.9 and substituting 𝑑(𝐷) = 𝜏𝑤 𝑏 𝑑𝑥 from (Munson,
et al., 2009) yields the relation:
dD
dΘ
= ρ b U2
dx
dx

dD
= τw b
dx
which simplifies to:
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(2.10)

(2.11)

τw = ρ U 2

.

dΘ
dx

(2.12)

a)

.
b)
Figures 2.8: Drag force vs. momentum flux at a) paddling and, b) surfing speeds
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Drag Force (kg m/s2)

Shear Stress Induced Drag vs. Board Length at Paddling Speeds

Distance Along Stringer x (m)

.

a)

Drag Force (kg m/s2)

Shear Stress Induced Drag vs. Board Length at Surfing Speeds

Distance Along Stringer x (m)

.
b)
Figures 2.9: Drag force vs. board length at a) paddling speeds, and b) surfing
speeds
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The method described above provides a means to quickly calculate theoretical
values for wall shear stress or drag at any point along the length of the
surfboard.
2.4

EVALUATION OF LAMINAR AND TURBULENT FLOW CONDITIONS

The complexity of the mechanics of surfing is not as straightforward as
described in the presentation above. Assumptions have been made, and the
problem has been simplified to a degree to allow an overarching understanding
of surfing mechanics to be gained.

Fortunately, these assumptions and

simplifications have provided surprisingly accurate results when compared to
the measured experimental data. In fact, the boundary layer becomes turbulent
at some region along the surfboard, and the problem is complicated by changes
in pressure due to the curvature of the surfboard, as well as the influence of
surface roughness. As it turns out, a sound theoretical development of turbulent
boundary condition characteristics is still in development and empirical
relations are typically used to approximate the drag coefficient for the Reynolds
number associated with the velocities achieved and the physical properties of
the fluid at hand. For the present analysis, the drag coefficient was calculated
using previously established equations (Munson, et al., 2009).

For the

surfer/surfboard system, the flow condition is mostly turbulent within the
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boundary layer and transitioning to laminar outside of the boundary layer.
Thus, for the purpose of the present study, a transitional condition was used to
calculate the drag coefficient.
Laminar Flow (Equation 2.13)
1.328
𝑅𝑒 0.5

(2.13)

. 455
1700
−
2.58
[𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑅𝑒)]
Re

(2.14)

CD =
Transitional Flow (Equation 2.14)
CD =

Turbulent Flow on a smooth plate (Equation 2.15)
CD =

. 455
[𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑅𝑒)] 2.58

(2.15)

Turbulent Flow (Equation 2.16)
ε −2.5
CD = (1.89 − 1.62 log ( )
l

2.5

(2.16)

DRAG FORCE AND DRAG COEFFICIENT

The primary objectives of this component of the study were to analytically
obtain a range of values for the drag force and drag coefficient associated with
varying velocities of the surfer/surfboard system at practical paddle speeds.
This information will provide some insight into what forces are required to
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overcome the friction and stress effects resulting from water flow under the
surfboard during the wave catching event.

This is assumed a reasonable

approximation, as the surfer can catch a wave using self-propelled paddle
speeds achieved before the wave arrives. Having established a description
(Section 2.2) for the boundary layer thickness, δ, momentum flux width, Θ, and
shear stress, τ, a foundation for the use of the shear stress induced drag to
velocity relation has been laid. From the development of the drag force relation
found via the dimensional analysis presented in Section 2.1, theoretical values
of shear stress induced drag were calculated for a range of velocities. The
following steps outline the process used for the theoretical drag analysis.
Using the equation derived from Π2, the Reynolds number is established as:
Re =

ρU l
μ

(2.17)

Calculating values for CD using the relation for a transitional scenario of both
turbulent and laminar flow as described in Equations 2.13-2.16, in Section 2.4,
the drag force, 𝐹𝐷 , relation can be expressed as:
FD =

1
𝜌 v 2 A CD
2

(2.18)

When the wave arrives in the vicinity of the surfer, the flow increases, and the
water angle (slope of the wave face) changes, complicating the system. With an
increase in flow, there is an increased drag effect. At this point a description of
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basic wave properties will assist in mathematical development of surfer wave
relation.
2.6

WAVES AND SURFER, THEORETICAL OBSERVATIONS

An extensive review of wave mechanics is beyond the scope of this Thesis, but
several elementary wave features should be discussed.

From (Dean &

Dalrymple, 1991), the wavelength and wave celerity can be approximated
through iteration of the dispersion equation, Equation 2.19, if the dominant
wave period and relative water depth are known. Starting with the dispersion
relation:
𝜎 2 = g k tanh(kh)
where,
σ = wave frequency =

2π
T

(𝑠 −1 )

T = period (𝑠)
𝑚

g = gravity (𝑠2 )
k = wave number =

2
𝐿

(𝑚−1 )

h = water depth (𝑚)
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(2.19)

Formulation of the wavelength can be expressed through simple algebraic
manipulation yielding:
L=

g
2h
(T 2 )tanh (
)
2π
L

(2.20)

Observations of typical surf conditions on the Florida east coast, specifically
Melbourne Beach, Florida, were used as initial conditions for calculations.
Values for the period, 𝑇, used in calculations were taken from historical buoy
data as provided by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA).
The celerity of individual waves as they enter shallow water can be expressed
as:
2π 2
2π
g
𝐶 = ( ) = (g) ( ) (tanh (kh) = ( ) (tanh (kh))
T
L
k
2

(2.21)

Reynolds number, Re, derived by Osborne Reynolds and the Froude number,
developed by William Froude, are two dimensionless numbers used to correlate
viscous and free surface phenomenon, respectively.
Froude has shown that the limiting speed for a surface-displacement ocean
going vessel occurs when wave resistance is accumulating most rapidly, or
when the wavelength approaches the length of the vessel (Kohansal, et al.,
2009), (Rabaud & Moisy, 2013). The limiting speed also known as hull speed
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(or critical speed to length ratio) is easily found by substituting the length of the
hull for the length of the wave, equivalent to a Froude number of 0.4 (Hoerner,
1965).
The total force required to overpower the frictional resistance and residual
resistance (total resistance) is required to cause the vessel to move forward
(ITTC, 2002). In the case of the surfer/surfboard scenario, the paddler acts as
the propulsive force.
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3

METHODS AND M ATERIALS

3.1

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The spring wave climate was used in 2015, at Melbourne Beach, Florida, to
collect data on two new surfboards shaped and designed specifically for the
purpose of investigating the physical relationship connecting wave and surfer.
Each

board

was

taken

into

the

field

equipped

with

an

accelerometer/magnetometer (Lowell Instruments LLC, MAT-1 Data Logger)
and used to catch waves over a wide range of wave conditions. Two wave
gauges (HOBO onset, Water Level Logger, U20-001-010Ti) were deployed for
each session to record pressures within the surf zone.

Figure 3.1: Site deployment of HOBO wave gauge in Melbourne Beach,
Florida.
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Each wave gauge was designated to record at a specific location relative to the
wave height and wave period. The dominant wave period was examined via
buoy observations from (NOAA, 2016), prior to wave gauge deployment. The
wavelength was calculated from the dominant period and both gauges were tied
together on a piece of line at an approximate distance of one wavelength.
During deployment the line was made taut ensuring that the separation of
instrumentation was accurate. Each gauge was deployed relative to wave height
in a manner such that one gauge would record well beyond the largest breaking
waves (i.e. the outside) and the other gauge would record at an approximate
position of the initial stage of breaking, also known as the peak as seen in
Figure 3.1. This was done in order to capture any changes in wave length that
may occur during shoaling and the resulting increase in wave steepness. Upon
examining the data collected during the spring of 2015, it became clear that the
investigation required a different approach. The problem was broken down into
parts, or stages, where individual variables could be isolated, and examined
separately. After each variable was effectively analysed independently, the
development of the dynamic system was facilitated, and a more cohesive
picture could be created. The initial study was comprised of four parts:


theoretically calculating the drag force and drag coefficient for the
surfer/surfboard system;
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an experimental determination and analysis of the forces acting on the
surfer/surfboard system;



a study of the validity of the methods used to make measurements;



a comparison of experimental results against the theoretical
predictions.

The first step was to simultaneously determine the drag force, drag coefficient,
velocities and accelerations of a surfer paddling a surfboard in flat calm
conditions while validating instrumentation accuracy. The experimental design
was developed based on evaluating previous drag studies (Chen-Wen Lin,
1995), (White, 1977) & (ITTC, 2002). Verifying the accuracy of the methods
of measurement was an essential step that must be carried out prior to
conducting any further investigations. Multiple measuring devices were used
during experimentation and a statistical analysis was carried out on the data
collected. Any significant variance in the results produced would be evidence
of discrepancies present between methods of measurement and further
investigations would be safe guarded against faulty equipment and or faulty
methods.
The second stage examined the physical characteristics of the surfing event.
The primary objective was to simplify the analysis to focus on the wave
catching aspect of surfing. Other studies have been done on surfing maximum
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speed, model surfboards on solitary waves, surf board shape and design, but
there are still many aspects to surfing that are poorly understood, such as the
dynamics and mechanics of a bottom turn, floaters (where the surfboard is on
the aerated breaking part of the wave), etc. Also missing is a detailed analysis
on resistive forces occurring at the paddle speeds required for catching a wave.
3.2

SIGNAL RECOGNITION AND CALIBRATION

Dry Laboratory testing of instrumentation was performed prior to running the
hydrodynamic experiments in the water. Calibration of the Lowell Instruments
accelerometer, and signal recognition were the primary objectives of
performing this exercise.
3.2.1 SIGNAL RECOGNITION
To evaluate instrumentation performance a model was created to resemble the
conditions expected to be found during hydrodynamic testing. A situation was
designed to mimic the sequence of events found during the wave catching
event. The boundary conditions were defined from a stationary position, where
the accelerometer was then propelled by a known force, 8.828 𝑁, and time.
The force was created by standard rubber band and measured before, during and
after experimentation to ensure no loss of elasticity. The rubber band was
stretched a known distance, 20.32 𝑐𝑚 , for each trial to propel the
accelerometer. A mark was defined where the rubber band was no longer
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applying force to the instrument and defined as the initial condition for the
opposing frictional force to be applied. The distance over which friction was
acting on the instrument was measured along with the time of deceleration
required to reach a velocity of zero. A track was designed for the instrument
confining it to the defined x-axis acceleration, thus eliminating any induced
moments, or spin due to projection.
3.2.2 CALIBRATION
The Lowell Instrument Accelerometer was examined by recording under known
conditions. The primary focus was examining any differences that might arise
from expected measurements. The instrument was carefully placed at ground
level in a specified orientation. In this case the x-axis was oriented, toward the
vertical plane, up and down, the y-axis was placed on the left-right, horizontal
plane, and the z-axis was oriented with the horizontal plane in the direction of
motion, forwards and backwards. The instrument was allowed to sit entirely
still for a known period of time, then moved directly vertical 0.33 𝑚 along the
x-axis (holding the y-axis and z-axis constant). It was then moved forward
0.33 𝑚 along the z-axis (holding y and x constant), followed by moving 0.33 𝑚
along the y-axis (holding x and z constant).

All other calibration of

instrumentation followed standard procedures described by the manufacturer
and checked for accuracy against manual measurement.
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3.3

EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF DRAG COEFFICIENT

The experimental determination of the drag coefficient for the surfboard with
dimensions of 9' 0" length and 24" beam was carried out in a 25m swimming
pool. For each of the following experiments a propulsion force was applied to
the surfboard (in the water) and the speed was determined using four specific
methods.


manual measurement of time elapsed over a pre-measured distance
using a standard stop watch;



software application installed on an Apple iPhone 6 designed to log GPS
coordinates and time elapsed to calculate velocity at programed
sampling rate of 64 Hz;



accelerometer installed within a compartment built into the surfboard
and logged accelerations in 3 dimensions and positional orientation of
the vessel in 3 degrees of freedom at a sampling rate of 64 Hz;



a Rip Curl GPS watch was used to record average and maximum
paddling speeds.

The redundancy was used to check the accuracy of each method against the
others as well as used to get average velocities to within an acceptable margin
of error. Each successful method was then compared to theoretical results. For
each of the three experiments performed, paddling was the primary source of
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surfboard propulsion. The mass of the surfboard loaded with instrumentation
and the wet surfer were obtained from a standard scale.
TABLE 3.1: MASSES USED FOR HYDRODYNAMIC TESTING
Component

Mass (kg)

Surfer

75.4

Surfboard

8.6

Instrumentation, leash, etc.

2.5

Isolation of the opposing force during testing for an approximation of the drag
coefficient was achieved bringing the surfboard up to full paddle speed, then
allowing the board to achieve a smooth deceleration at a naturally balanced
position while the surfer attempted to maximize an efficient state of dynamic
equilibrium. All appendages and other drag factors must be minimized or
eliminated, in order to ensure the hydrodynamic force is the only force acting
on the vessel. Several tests were run using a leash as well as a no leash
condition to see if a noticeable increase in the drag force was present with a
leash attached. The initial condition was defined at t = 0, when surfer crosses
the start line thus entering the deceleration phase. The position of coasting was
held for a time of 6 – 10 seconds. The GPS and accelerometer data was then
exported to a CSV file and processed using MatLab software. Each trail was
extracted and examined independently before combining or processing data. A
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plot of acceleration vs. time was used to determine the deceleration phase of the
signal.

The trapezoidal rule was applied to the curve for each trial to

approximate the definite integral and determine velocity.

With known

velocities and measured forces, the drag relation, Equation. 2.18, was
manipulated algebraically to reveal the drag coefficient. It is important to use
the maximum acceleration in the calculations.

This will ensure a close

resemblance to the true drag force at the time of catching a wave (full pressure
over bursting stroke). The corresponding maximum velocity was also used for
the same reason.
3.3.1 DRAG APPROXIMATION (BOARD W/SURFER ) VIA SELF PROPULSION
FORCE
The maximum velocities achieved from self-propulsion of the surfer/surfboard
system were required for approximating the drag forces present during normal
or average paddling conditions. The surfboard was first paddled to maximum
velocity and/or maximum physical excursion of the surfer (also known as
burst). As the surfer crossed a defined start line the stopwatch was started and
the surfer simultaneously stopped paddling and trimmed the surfboard to
optimize the planing condition.

The board was allowed to coast in the

deceleration phase over a known distance allowing resistive forces to be the
only forces acting on the system.
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3.3.2 DYNAMIC DRAG APPROXIMATION VIA SELF PROPULSION WITH FORCE
GAGE
The same procedure as in Section 3.2.1 was used by obtaining velocities as
described in the previous section with one added component.

In this

experiment, a force gage (BigGame TreeStands, 550 lb Dial Scale) was attached
in-line to the surfboard/surfer system via a standard polypropylene no stretch
line (~25 m in length if using a 25 m pool). The gage was fixed to the static end
of the line, which was mounted to the edge of the swimming pool where an
assistant could easily read it. The board was then brought up to full paddle
speed by the surfer with enough slack in the line to minimize resistive effects.
When the dynamic end of the line was used up and the line went to the taut
condition the force gage was activated and the value read off by an assistant.
The relation of force, mass and acceleration was used to determine the drag
coefficient using Equation 2.18
3.3.3 STATIC DRAG APPROXIMATION VIA SELF PROPULSION WITH FORCE
GAGE
This experiment was performed slightly differently from the dynamic process in
that the surfer was paddling in-place in a static condition, with no change in
position. The velocities used were found from previous trials when the board
was paddled at maximum speed and maximum total excursion of the surfer.
These velocities were recorded and then saved for the calculations.
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The

procedure was carried out by hooking the line with force gage attached as
described in the previous section; however, for this experiment the surfer started
paddling with the line already in the taut condition and paddled to full exertion
while an assistant stood on the edge of the pool and read off values from force
gage. The velocities of the unrestrained surfer were used to calculate the
Reynolds number which in turn was plugged into Equations 2.13 through 2.16,
to determine in which flow category the surfer belongs by terms of
displacement, semi-planing or fully planing hulls, thus characterizing the flow
as laminar, transitional or turbulent.
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4
4.1

RESULTS
INITIAL SIGNAL RECOGNITION

The initial stage of data interpretation focused on finding a recognizable signal
that would be associated with the resistive forces acting against the
instrumentation.

Figure 4.1 represents the x-directed acceleration (units of

gravity, g) vs. time (in seconds), recorded by the Lowell Instruments
accelerometer.

The record begins with the instrument “at rest”, zero

acceleration, and records through the initial launch phase where an 8.829 N
force was applied, followed by the deceleration phase where friction is the
primary force acting on the instrument.

The signal in Figure 4.1 is

representative of the spike in acceleration when a force is applied, followed by a
time period where resistive forces act to decelerate the object. The 8.8 N force
produced an initial spike of approximately 2 g. The friction associated with the
Masonite table top acting against the PVC Lowell instrument produced what
can be approximated as a “negative” acceleration of ~0.02 g for the duration of
approximately 2 seconds.
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Acceleration in x Direction of Lowell Instrument Across Lab Bench

Acceleration in x (g)

Data Collected at 64 Hz

Time (s)

Figure 4.1: Signal recognition depicting spike of initial propulsion followed by
deceleration due to resistive forces

4.2

ORIENTATION , SENSITIVITY, AND OFFSETS

The next step in evaluation of the signal involved identifying discrepancies and
offsets that may be found in the data during normal operating conditions and
acceptable margins of error in signal sensitivity. Slight rotations and changes in
elevation can distort what would otherwise be considered zero acceleration with
respect to specific coordinate axis. A calibration experiment was performed,
where the Lowell instrument was placed on the ground at approximately the
same elevation as where the actual experiment was to be conducted. It was
expected that the data collected by the instrument would show zero acceleration
during the period of time when it was not moving. It was found however, that
the Y and Z axes of the Lowell are not recording exactly zero accelerations,
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Figure 4.2. Furthermore, when the instrument is lifted to an elevation of
approximately 0.33 𝑚 above the initial condition, the resting accelerations have
shifted. The z-axis accelerations experienced a positive shift from ~ − 0.05 𝑔 to
~0.0 𝑔 and the y-axis acceleration experienced a “negative” shift, recording
close to 0.0 𝑔 during the initial ground level condition to ~ − 0.15 (𝑔) at the
0.33 𝑚 elevated condition. These instrument sensitivities must be considered
during evaluation of the data collected during experimentation. The X-axis is
not shown here because it was positioned in the “upward” orientation and
measured a very consistent 1 𝑔 acceleration. It is important to note here that the
vector sum of the X, Y, and Z accelerations should equate to 1 𝑔 when the
accelerometer is at rest and not moving.

Lowell Calibration Demonstrating Offset of AZ at Different Altitudes

Acceleration y & z (g)

Offset due to change in altitude

Time (s)

Figure 4.2: Acceleration signal of y (green) and z (blue) axes, demonstrating
offset, where the gap between Az and Ay is different on either side of the
reorientation.
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4.3

DYNAMIC TESTING

The initial stage of signal evaluation began with finding the acceleration
signature that corresponds to a specific trial. The beginning of the trial was
marked at a known time stamp that could be correlated with a zero x-axis
acceleration (just prior to beginning the experiment). The time frame when the
propulsion force was applied is identified and the acceleration can be seen
oscillating between 0.3 𝑔 and −0.2 𝑔 , Figures 4.3 (a, b).

Immediately

following the paddling phase is a pronounced peak in the X-axis acceleration in
the range of −0.25 𝑔 that is a direct result of activation of the strain gauge. The
area under the curve of this force peak was integrated and compared to the force
measured during that trial. The remaining signal constitutes accelerations
associated with manoeuvring the vessel back into the initial position.

Acceleration x (g)

Full Acceleration Signal for Trial 2

Time (s)

a)
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Acceleration x (g)

Full Acceleration Signal for Trial 3

Time (s)

b)
Figures 4.3: Full signal X-axis acceleration for a) Trial 2 and b) Trial 3 during
dynamic testing

4.3.1 STRAIN S IGNAL ANALYSIS
Signal analysis began by truncating the signal down to the time period of
interest. The acceleration peak associated with activating the strain gauge was
cropped to produce a vector length strictly proportional to the triggering time of
the strain gauge. This acceleration vector could then be integrated effectively to
produce values of velocity used in drag coefficient calculations. Upon close
visual inspection, Figures 4.4 a) and b), the peaks show very distinctive shapes,
with differences from the applied force of the paddle, yet similar with a normal
distribution as a function of the spring constant. Although there are obvious
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differences between peaks from individual trials, integration produced similar
results.

Acceleration (m/s2)

Acceleration peak Trial #12

Time (HH:MM:SS)

a)

Acceleration (m/s2)

Acceleration peak Trial #19

Time (HH:MM:SS)

b)
Figures 4.4: Vector truncation expands each strain signal, for a) Trial 12 and, b)
Trial 19.
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The trials for the strain testing are plotted below in Figure 4.5 representing the
two independently measured variables Force (𝑁) and velocity (𝑚/𝑠) . A
distinct gap in data is seen from velocities between 2.2 and 2.4 𝑚/𝑠. Forces
measured range from 270 to 360 N, and are accompanied by measured
velocities ranging from 2 to 3 𝑚/𝑠.

Velocity vs. Force, Independently Measured

Force (N)

Notice a distinct gap in data at velocities around 2.3 ± 0.1 (m/s)

Velocity (m/s)

Figure 4.5: Velocity vs. force independently measured

When examining the hydrodynamic characteristics of a vessel, the Froude (𝐹𝑟)
number is the important dimensionless parameter describing the speed to length
ratio.

Examining the restive characteristics of the partially submerged

surfboard, the Froude number ranged from 0.38 to 0.54, as seen in Figure 4.6,
plotted against measured forces (N).
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Force (N)

Froude # vs. Force

Froude #

Figure 4.6: Froude # vs. Force

After integration of each peak was performed the velocities calculated were
used in tandem with the independently measured strain force for each trial to
calculate the drag coefficient.
Examination of the relation between the drag coefficient and the Froude number
revealed several more notable traits. The exponential decay of drag coefficient
with respect to an increasing Froude number and the pronounced gap between
data points around a Froude number (x-bottom abscissa) of 0.44, Figure 4.7.
The Reynolds number plotted against the drag coefficient (x-top abscissa)
depicts a range of values for the Reynolds number between 5 and 8 (× 106 ),
Figure 4.7.

The lower drag coefficients correspond with higher Reynolds

numbers and a general exponential decay is observed.
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Drag Coefficient (CD)

Drag Coefficient (CD)

Reynolds #

Froude #

Figure 4.7: Froude # (x-bottom abscissa) vs. drag coefficient and Reynolds # (xtop abscissa) vs. drag coefficient for dynamic response

A non-linear regression analysis was performed on the relation between the
drag coefficient and the velocity. The residuals plotted versus fitted data shows
the randomness associated with a good fit, scattered about 𝑦 = 0 (−0.01 ≤
𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑠 ≤ 0.025), where the residuals can be approximated by zero. The
drag coefficient can be predicted within the realm attainable paddling velocities
by 𝐶𝐷 = 0.04472 − 0.261𝑣 + 0.4003, with an 𝑅 2 = 0.9436, as shown in
Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.8: Non-Linear Regression Analysis on Drag Coefficient and Velocity

Forces measured by the strain gauge (yellow bars) for each trial are plotted
(Figure 4.9) on top of the force calculated (blue bars) using the accelerations
measured from the accelerometer and the masses measured for the
surfer/surfboard system. The forces observed from both methods are within a
range of 200 to 300 𝑁, with the calculated force under predicting the measured
force in all trials except one.
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Figure 4.9: Force calculated using measured accelerations and masses of the
surfer/surfboard system and force measured from strain gauge

4.4

ISOLATED HYDROSTATIC RESISTANCE

4.4.1 INITIAL S IGNAL ANALYSIS
A propulsion phase is defined by the region where the accelerations oscillate
between 0.2 𝑔 and −0.3 𝑔 near the beginning of the signal, Figure 4.10. This
signal differs from the dynamic testing signal in that a “natural” deceleration
phase follows the propulsion phase rather than engaging a strain device. After
the force is applied, the vessel was trimmed and allowed to decelerate due only
to the resistive forces of the water acting on the system. In Figure 4.11a, this
region of the signal can be seen from the time starting at roughly 2:31:28 P.M.
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and continuing to approximately 2:31:33 P.M, a period of about 4 seconds,
which equates to a distance of roughly 8 meters.

Figure 4.10: Typical Acceleration signal for the maximum velocity paddled
followed by deceleration phase due to resistive hydrodynamic forces

Analysis of the data indicates the resistive effects of the water on the system can
be approximated by a constant acceleration of ~ − 0.02 𝑔, Figures 4.11, a) and
b).
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a)

.

b)

Figures 4.11: Deceleration phase due to hydrodynamic resistive effects for a)
Trial 1 and, b) Trial 2.
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4.4.2 ACCELERATION , VELOCITY, & POSITION DETERMINATION VIA
INTEGRATION
Depicted below are the accelerations, velocities and positions plotted against
time for 6 trial runs (Trial #′ 𝑠: 24, 30, 32, 37, 38 & 41). Time (𝑠) is plotted on
the x-axis, and acceleration (𝑚/𝑠 2 ) , velocity (𝑚/𝑠) , and position (𝑚) are
plotted on the y-axis. As seen in Figure 4.12, the paddling phase begins at
approximately 4 𝑠 and continues until the 10 𝑠 mark. Just beyond the 10 𝑠 mark
begins the deceleration phase due only to hydrostatic forces and continues
through to the 15 𝑠 mark.

Acceleration (g)

Isolated Hydrostatic Force

Time (s)

Figure 4.12: Acceleration signal for 6 trail runs, including trial #’s, 24, 30, 32,
37, 38, and 41.
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The velocity signal (for the same 6 trials as in Figure 4.12) is plotted against
time in Figure 4.13. The velocity can be seen to increase from ~4 𝑠 through
~10 𝑠 during the paddling phase. At the ~10 𝑠 mark, the velocity reaches a
maximum, and begins a constant decrease throughout the trimmed, un-propelled
deceleration phase, until reaching the edge of the pool, where it abruptly drops
to a constant about zero. The maximum velocities range from 2 to 2.8 𝑚/𝑠.

Velocity (m/s)

Isolated Hydrostatic Force

Time (s)

Figure 4.13: Velocity signal for 6 Trial runs, including trial #’s, 24, 30, 32, 37,
38, and 41.

Similarly, the position is plotted on the y-axis (𝑚) against time on the x-axis
(𝑠) in Figure 4.14. The position begins to change, increasing exponentially
starting at ~4 𝑠, until ~10 𝑠 where the curve can be described as concave up.
After the 10 𝑠 mark the curve depicts an increase in position but can be seen to
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have a decreased rate of change, the curve now being concave down. This is
verified through re-examination of the velocity curve in Figure 4.13. Finally,
the position remains constant about the 25 𝑚 when the vessel has reached the
end of the test tank. This was also verified by the length of the test tank being
25 𝑚 in length.

Position (m)

Isolated Hydrostatic Force

Time (s)

Figure 4.14: Position signal for 6 Trail runs, including trial #’s, 24, 30, 32, 37,
38, and 41.
4.4.3 AVERAGE 𝐶𝐷 , 𝐹𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑑𝑒 #, & 𝑅𝑒𝑦𝑛𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑠 # FOR EACH TRIAL
The velocity was plotted against the drag coefficient, Figure 4.15, for each trial
of the isolated hydrostatic resistive testing and demonstrates the average
velocity range for the deceleration phase of each test. The average velocities for
each test range from 0.2 to 1.2 𝑚/𝑠.
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Drag Coefficient (CD)

Isolated Hydrostatic Force

Velocity (m/s)

Figure 4.15: Velocity vs. drag coefficient for isolated resistive testing

From the velocities the dimensionless Froude and Reynolds numbers can be
calculated and plotted for comparison. The Froude number (x-bottom abscissa)
was plotted against the drag coefficient for the isolated hydrostatic deceleration
phase for each trial and plotted in Figure 4.16. The drag coefficient, CD , ranges
from approximately 0.5 at the lowest Froude number of ~0.04 to a value of
approximately 0.02 for larger Froude numbers ~0.22.
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Drag Coefficient (CD)

Drag Coefficient (CD)

Reynolds #

Froude #

Figure 4.16: Froude # (x-bottom abscissa) vs. drag coefficient and Reynolds #
(x-top abscissa) vs. drag coefficient for isolated resistive testing.
The Reynolds number (x-top abscissa) was plotted against the drag coefficient
for the isolated hydrostatic deceleration phase for each trial and plotted in
Figure 4.16. The 𝐶𝐷 ranges from 0.5 at a Reynolds number of ~0.53 (× 106 ) to
~0.02 at a Reynolds number of 3.2 (× 106 ).
4.4.4 INSTANTANEOUS DRAG COEFFICIENT
The resistive forces acting on the surfboard during the trimmed deceleration
phase where examined through plotting the drag coefficient against the Froude
number (bottom x-abscissa) at each recorded data point. The plot (Figure 4.17)
shows CD vs. 𝐹𝑟 values for 4 seconds of trial run (#24), where the hydrostatic
resistive forces where isolated. The sampling frequency of 64 Hz allowed the
signal to be analysed over the full range of deceleration, from the peak velocity
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to approaching a velocity of zero. Also plotted in Figure 4.17, the Reynolds
number (top x-abscissa) is seen to increase, from ~2.5(× 106 ) to 6(× 106 )
accompanied by a decrease in the drag coefficient from ~0.04 to 0.005.

Drag Coefficient (CD)

Drag Coefficient (CD)

Reynolds #

Froude #

Figure 4.17: Instantaneous Froude # (x-bottom abscissa) vs. drag coefficient
and Reynolds # (x-top abscissa) vs. drag coefficient for isolated resistive testing
of trial #24 at 64 Hz.

Data from the dynamic experiment (black data points) and hydrostatic
resistance (red data points) testing was plotted together, Figure 4.18, with the
data from a single test Trial #41 (green data points), depicting the full range of
velocities during the paddling event. The average maximum paddle speeds
(dynamic testing) are seen to have the highest velocities (2 to 3 𝑚/𝑠), where the
average velocities from the deceleration phase (hydrostatic resistance testing)
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are in the lower range (0.25 to 1.25 𝑚/𝑠). The instantaneous velocities (Trial
#41) shown in green data points can be seen to link the two data sets together
illustrating the peak velocity (at the beginning of the deceleration phase)
through the full deceleration process due to only the resistive hydrostatic forces.

Drag Coefficient (CD)

Trial #41, @ 64 Hz

Velocity (m/s)

Figure 4.18: Velocity profile results vs. drag coefficient from dynamic, free
resistive and instantaneous isolated (Trial #41) testing.
Finally, the 𝐶𝐷 , 𝐹𝑟 and 𝑅𝑒 data for both the dynamic and isolated hydrostatic
resistance tests were plotted together, Figure 4.19. Also added to this plot are
point calculated values for 𝐶𝐷 , 𝐹𝑟 and 𝑅𝑒 for Trial #41. The Froude number is
seen to range from 0.1 at the lowest velocities, up to 0.55 at the highest
velocities. The drag coefficient ranges from 0.5 at the lowest velocities down to
0.02 at the highest velocities. The Reynolds number is seen to range from
~1 to 7.98 (× 106 ) corresponding to a decrease in the drag coefficient from
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~0.6 to 0.005 .

The data in Figure 4.19 was processed with a non-linear

regression analysis and a 5th degree order polynomial was fit to the data,
predicting the drag coefficient as a function of Froude number by:
CD = −6.433Fr 5 + 9.935Fr 4 − 5.852Fr 3 + 1.648Fr 2

(4.1)

− 0.223Fr + 0.012
The insert plot shows residuals for both experiments, concentrated about zero
with a variation of ± 0.04.

Figure 4.19: Froude # (x-bottom abscissa) vs. drag coefficient and Reynolds #
(x-top abscissa) vs. drag coefficient for dynamic and isolated hydrostatic
together with Trial 41 at 64 Hz
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5

DISCUSSION

The experiment performed in the lab allowed for better control of
environmental factors, facilitating mathematical evaluation and analysis of data.
The lab experiment produced a signal that could be used to recognize the
important features in the time series data collected during the primary
experiment.

The dry lab testing of instrumentation demonstrates how the

experimental procedure can be tested and examined prior to the acquisition of
the unabridged experiment, reducing time and cost incurred.
The object of the dynamic strain testing was to measure two physical aspects of
vessel propulsion independently. The two primary variables of concern were
the total force required to get the board up to full paddle speed and the
acceleration associated with the respective propulsion force.

The force

measured by the strain gauge was plotted beside the force calculated using
measured accelerations and masses of the surfer/surfboard system. There were
noticeable discrepancies between the forces acquired from the different
methods; but ultimately they demonstrated similar and reasonable values,
Figure 4.9. It would be worthwhile for future experimentation to use a strain
gauge designed to accommodate higher precision.
Using the simple but widely accepted drag relation (see Section 2.5) to process
the results, the values for the drag coefficient were found as a function of
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velocity. The values calculated for the drag coefficient closely match that of
accepted values (0.001 ≤ 𝐶𝐷 ≤ 1.0) for the drag coefficient of a flat plate in
the transitional flow regime ranging from 0.6 to 0.005. The larger values of the
drag coefficient corresponding to the much slower average velocities described
by an exponential decay of the drag coefficient with respect to an increasing
velocity.
At velocities corresponding to a Froude number of approximately 0.4, the curve
begins to flatten out demonstrating that the vessel has begun to leave the
displacement mode and enter into planning mode. This is often described in
naval architecture literature as the wave limiting hull speed (Rabaud & Moisy,
2013). Using measured accelerations and masses of the surfer/surfboard system
may suggest that a very well-trimmed surf board, paddled at a high propulsion
force could reach a state of planing. It is difficult to distinguish the impact of
board length versus flow velocity on turbulent effects from the present
experiment.

Turbulent flows could be better explored through a closer

examination of pressure distributions along the length of the board and an
evaluation of the corresponding Reynold numbers.

Boundary layer

development is a very important factor that must be kept in mind, during future
exploration of the surfer wave interaction, as the “catchability” of a wave will
most certainly depend on these parameters.
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Observations of the Reynolds number plotted over the full range of velocities
were found to behave similar to flat plate characteristics as presented by
boundary layer theory (Munson, et al., 2009). The Reynolds number values
determined for a 9′0" surfboard fell within the transitional range, and show a
sudden change in the character of the drag coefficient at 𝑅𝑒 ≅ 5.3 × 106 , likely
due to the boundary layer becoming turbulent. This behaviour of the drag
coefficient, is commonly seen in submerged objects including flat plates parallel
to the flow, hydrofoils and ellipses.

The increase in drag force may be

accounted for by a reduction in the momentum of fluid flowing past the plate.
This proposition complicates matters, as the surface roughness of the board in
turbulent flow conditions would impact the shear stress and thus the drag
coefficient. Because the boundary layer is governed by the balance of inertial
and viscous forces, as the flow becomes turbulent, the pressure along the length
of the board cannot be considered constant. The curved surface of the rocker on
the surfboard, would induce a differential pressure change. Furthermore, the
values in Reynolds numbers (or Froude numbers) at which the transition occurs
will most likely vary depending on the attributes of any individual surfboard.
This theory could be investigated more precisely by a similar analysis on
multiple surfboards with different degrees of rocker, or by a closer examination
of the boundary layer characteristics of the board.
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Observations of the acceleration signal due only to the isolated resistive forces
of the water, demonstrate consistency with the dynamic experiment performed.
The peak velocities found at the end of the paddle phase of the isolated testing
experiment were found to be in the range of 2 to 3 𝑚/𝑠, which is the same
range of velocities found in the dynamic testing. Furthermore, the average drag
coefficients for both experiments fell on the exponential decay curve described
by Equation 4.1, suggesting that the drag coefficient can be effectively
described as a function of velocity.
Several significant questions arose during experimentation that should be
considered during future surf engineering analyses. Trim angle has pronounced
effects on any vessel submerged in a fluid. For this experiment all trim effects
were ignored, with the justification that the board would be trimmed as close to
the angle normally used for paddling and catching waves. This topic however
would be interesting to investigate further; for example, with the objective of
verifying, whether or not, what feels trimmed to the surfer really is the most
efficient angle of inclination. Also, much of the literature on hydrodynamics
describes the significance of chine edge thickness. Considering that the above
analysis suggests that the 9’0” surfboard falls within the realm of a planning
vessel hydrodynamics, it would be valuable to apply chine edge thickness
theories to a series of otherwise identical boards, and re-evaluate the physical
characteristics. On that note, much work could be done to examine different
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style boards, with different rockers and shapes, with the objective of verifying a
range of surfboard efficiency. This work could have dramatic effects on the
surfboard industry, especially considering that surfboard production has largely
turned to CFD, CAD (Atkar, et al., 2010) and other software programs to design
and shape boards.
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6

CONCLUSION

Determination of a drag coefficient for a 9’0” surfboard produced results of a
similar magnitude to both theoretical prediction and accepted drag coefficient
values for a semi-displacement to planning vessel. A remarkable characteristic
of this study was the divulgence of both laminar and turbulent flow
characteristics of a surfboard at paddling velocities. The Reynolds numbers
calculated from this experiment fall within the transitional flow regime (106 ≤
𝑅𝑒 ≤ 107 ). Reynolds numbers plotted over the full range of velocities (0 ≤
𝑣 ≤ 3 𝑚/𝑠), demonstrate that at higher velocities the boundary layer becomes
turbulent, and the variables of surface roughness, shear stress, pressure, and
rocker (plate curvature) need to be considered. The inverse exponential relation
between the drag coefficient and the Froude number (0.05 ≤ 𝐹𝑟 ≤ 0.6) is
indicative of a velocity dependent drag coefficient. The curve demonstrates that
at slow paddling speeds the surfboard behaves as a semi-displacement vessel
with a high drag coefficient as a result of both frictional and form drag
components. At maximum paddling velocities the lower drag coefficients are
dominated by skin friction as the 9’0” surfboard transitions to a planing
condition, thus exceeding the wave limiting hull speed of a surfer.

This

conclusion was surmised based on inspection of the correlation between the
drag coefficient (CD) and the Froude (Fr) number, Figure 4.19. The higher
Froude numbers being directly proportional to the trials with higher recorded
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velocities support this claim. A polynomial of degree 5 was fit to the data for
the dynamic and isolated hydrostatic testing, Equation 4.1.

The residuals

plotted with the non-linear regression analysis suggest there is some variation in
the 𝐶𝐷 between the experiments (± 0.04) over a range of 𝐶𝐷 = 0.6 to 0.02. This
implies a reasonable correlation between the results produced from the two
different methods.
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A.1

MATLAB CODE TO CALCULATE: THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF BOUNDARY

LAYER THICKNESS
clear all; close all; clc
% Theoretical Analysis of Boundary Layer Thickness
% Kledzik
% September 2015
% List of variables
% delta
% boundary layer thickness (m)
%x
% distance along stringer (m)
% nu = 1.004 * 10^(-6)
% kinamatic viscosity, fresh water @ 20 C (m^2/s)
% g = 9.81
% gravity (m/s^2)
%U
% board velocity (m/s)
% Equations
% delta = 5 * (sqrt((nu * x) / U))
%% Code
x = 0: .01 : 2.7432;
% @ 0.25 m/s = .485961 knots
nu = 1.004 * 10^(-6);
U = 0.25;
delta_a = 5 * (sqrt((nu * x)/U));
x = 0: .01 : 2.7432;
% @ 0.5 m/s = 0.971922 knots
nu = 1.004 * 10^(-6);
U = 0.5;
delta_b = 5 * (sqrt((nu * x)/U));
x = 0: .01 : 2.7432;
% @ 0.75 m/s = 1.45788 knots
nu = 1.004 * 10^(-6);
U = 0.75;
delta_c = 5 * (sqrt((nu * x)/U));
x = 0: .01 : 2.7432;
% @ 1.0 m/s = 1.94384 knots
nu = 1.004 * 10^(-6);
U = 1.0;
delta_d = 5 * (sqrt((nu * x)/U));
x = 0: .01 : 2.7432;
% @ 1.5 m/s = 2.9177 knots
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nu = 1.004 * 10^(-6);
U = 1.5;
delta_e= 5 * (sqrt((nu * x)/U));
% Plots
figure
hold on
title({'Boundary Thickness (delta) vs. Length (x) Along Stringer', 'at Paddling
Speeds'},'FontSize',16,'fontWeight','bold')
ylabel('Boundary
Layer
Thickness
(delta
(m
X
10^3))','FontSize',16,'fontWeight','bold') % label left y-axis
xlabel('Distance along Stringer (m)','FontSize',16,'fontWeight','bold') % label xaxis
plot (x,delta_a, x,delta_b, x,delta_c, x,delta_d, x,delta_e)
set(gca,'fontsize',20)
legend('0.25 m/s','0.5 m/s','0.75 m/s','1.0 m/s','1.5 m/s')
axis([0 3 0 9*10^(-3)])
%%
x = 0: .01 : 2.7432;
% @ 1.0 m/s = 1.94384 knots
nu = 1.004 * 10^(-6);
U = 1.0;
delta_a = 5 * (sqrt((nu * x)/U));
x = 0: .01 : 2.7432;
% @ 2.0 m/s = 3.88769 knots
nu = 1.004 * 10^(-6);
U = 2.0;
delta_b = 5 * (sqrt((nu * x)/U));
x = 0: .01 : 2.7432;
% @ 4.0 m/s = 7.77538 knots
nu = 1.004 * 10^(-6);
U = 4.0;
delta_c = 5 * (sqrt((nu * x)/U));
x = 0: .01 : 2.7432;
% @ 8.0 m/s = 15.5508 knots
nu = 1.004 * 10^(-6);
U = 8.0;
delta_d = 5 * (sqrt((nu * x)/U));
x = 0: .01 : 2.7432;
% @ 12 m/s = 23.3261 knots
nu = 1.004 * 10^(-6);
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U = 12.0;
delta_e= 5 * (sqrt((nu * x)/U));
% Plots
figure
hold on
title({'Boundary Thickness (delta) vs. Length (x) Along Stringer', 'at Surfing
Speeds'},'FontSize',16,'fontWeight','bold')
ylabel('Boundary
Layer
Thickness
(delta
(m*10^3))','FontSize',16,'fontWeight','bold') % label left y-axis
xlabel('Distance along Stringer (m)','FontSize',16,'fontWeight','bold') % label xaxis
set(gca,'fontsize',20)
plot (x,delta_a, x,delta_b, x,delta_c, x,delta_d, x,delta_e)
legend('1.0 m/s','2.0 m/s','4.0 m/s','8.0 m/s','12.0 m/s')
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A.2

MATLAB CODE TO CALCULATE: THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF MOMENTUM

FLUX THICKNESS
clear all; close all; clc
% Theoretical Analysis of Momentum Flux Thickness
% Kledzik
% September 2015
% List of variables
% Theta
% momentum flux thickness (m)
%x
% distance along stringer (m)
% nu = 1.004 * 10^(-6)
% kinamatic viscosity, fresh water @ 20 C (m^2/s)
% g = 9.81
% gravity (m/s^2)
%U
% board velocity (m/s)
% Re
% Reynolds # (unitless)
% Equations
% Theta = 0.664 * x / (Re)
%% Code
x = 0: .01 : 2.7432;
u = 0.25;
Re = (3*10^6)*u;
Theta_a = 0.664 * x / (Re);
x = 0: .01 : 2.7432;
u = 0.5;
Re = (3*10^6)*u;
Theta_b = 0.664 * x / (Re);
x = 0: .01 : 2.7432;
u = 0.75;
Re = (3*10^6)*u;
Theta_c = 0.664 * x / (Re);
x = 0: .01 : 2.7432;
u = 1.0;
Re = (3*10^6)*u;

% @ 0.25 m/s = .485961 knots

% @ 0.5 m/s = 0.971922 knots

% @ 0.75 m/s = 1.45788 knots

% @ 1.0 m/s = 1.94384 knots
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Theta_d = 0.664 * x / (Re);
x = 0: .01 : 2.7432;
% @ 1.5 m/s = 2.9177 knots
u = 1.5;
Re = (3*10^6)*u;
Theta_e = 0.664 * x / (Re);
% Plots
figure
hold on
title({'Momentun Flux Thickness (Theta) vs. Length (x) Along Stringer',
'at Practical Paddling Speeds'},'FontSize',16,'fontWeight','bold')
ylabel('Momentun Flux Thickness (Theta (m))','FontSize',16,'fontWeight','bold')
% label left y-axis
xlabel('Distance along Stringer (m)','FontSize',16,'fontWeight','bold') % label xaxis
set(gca,'fontsize',20)
plot (x,Theta_a, x,Theta_b, x,Theta_c, x,Theta_d, x,Theta_e)
legend('0.25
m/s','0.5
m/s','0.75
m/s','1.0
m/s','1.5
m/s','FontSize',16,'fontWeight','bold')
axis([0 3 0 7*10^(-7)])
% Surfing Speeds
x = 0: .01 : 2.7432;
% @ 1.0 m/s = 1.94384 knots
u = 1.0;
Re = (3*10^6)*u;
Theta_a = 0.664 * x / (Re);
x = 0: .01 : 2.7432;
% @ 2.0 m/s = 3.88769 knots
u = 2.0;
Re = (3*10^6)*u;
Theta_b = 0.664 * x / (Re);
x = 0: .01 : 2.7432;
% @ 4.0 m/s = 7.77538 knots
u = 4.0;
Re = (3*10^6)*u;
Theta_c = 0.664 * x / (Re);
x = 0: .01 : 2.7432;
% @ 8.0 m/s = 15.5508 knots
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u = 8.0;
Re = (3*10^6)*u;
Theta_d = 0.664 * x / (Re);
x = 0: .01 : 2.7432;
% @ 12 m/s = 23.3261 knots
u = 12.0;
Re = (3*10^6)*u;
Theta_e = 0.664 * x / (Re);
% Plots
figure
hold on
title({'Momentun Flux Thickness (Theta) vs. Length (x) Along Stringer',
'at Practical Surfing Speeds'},'FontSize',16,'fontWeight','bold')
ylabel('Momentun Flux Thickness (Theta (m))','FontSize',16,'fontWeight','bold')
% label left y-axis
xlabel('Distance along Stringer (m)','FontSize',16,'fontWeight','bold') % label xaxis
set(gca,'fontsize',20)
plot (x,Theta_a, x,Theta_b, x,Theta_c, x,Theta_d, x,Theta_e)
legend('1.0 m/s','2.0 m/s','4.0 m/s','8.0 m/s','12 m/s')
%axis([0 3 0 9*10^(-3)])
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A.3

MATLAB CODE TO CALCULATE: THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF SHEAR

STRESS
clear all; close all; clc
% Theoretical Analysis of Shear Stress
% Kledzik
% September 2015
% List of variables
% tau
% Shear Stress (kg / (m * s^2)
%x
% distance along stringer (m)
% nu = 1.004 * 10^(-6)
% kinamatic viscosity, fresh water @ 20 C (m^2/s)
% g = 9.81
% gravity (m/s^2)
%U
% board velocity (m/s)
% rho = 1000
% density
(kg/m^3)
% mu = 1.002 * 10^(-3)
% Dynamic Viscosity (N s/m^2) = (kg/m)
% Equations
% tau = 0.332 * ((U^(3/2)) * (sqrt((rho * mu) / x)))
%% Code
rho = 1000
mu = 1.002 * 10^(-3)
x = 0: .01 : 2.7432;
% @ 0.25 m/s = .485961 knots
u = 0.25;
tau_a = 0.332 * ((u^(3/2))*(sqrt(rho*mu./x)));
x = 0: .01 : 2.7432;
% @ 0.5 m/s = 0.971922 knots
u = 0.5;
tau_b = 0.332 * ((u^(3/2)) * (sqrt((rho * mu) ./ x)));
x = 0: .01 : 2.7432;
% @ 0.75 m/s = 1.45788 knots
u = 0.75;
tau_c = 0.332 * ((u^(3/2)) * (sqrt((rho * mu) ./ x)));
x = 0: .01 : 2.7432;
u = 1.0;

% @ 1.0 m/s = 1.94384 knots
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tau_d = 0.332 * ((u^(3/2)) * (sqrt((rho * mu) ./ x)));
x = 0: .01 : 2.7432;
% @ 1.5 m/s = 2.9177 knots
u = 1.5;
tau_e = 0.332 * ((u^(3/2)) * (sqrt((rho * mu) ./ x)));
% Plots
figure
hold on
title({'Shear Stress (tau) vs. Length (x) Along Stringer',
'at Practical Paddling Speeds'})
ylabel('Shear Stress (tau ((kg / (m*s^2)))') % label left y-axis
xlabel('Distance along Stringer (m)') % label x-axis
plot (x,tau_a, x,tau_b, x,tau_c, x,tau_d, x,tau_e)
legend('0.25 m/s','0.5 m/s','0.75 m/s','1.0 m/s','1.5 m/s')
%axis([0 3 0 7*10^(-7)])
% Surfing Speeds
x = 0: .01 : 2.7432;
% @ 0.25 m/s = .485961 knots
u = 1.0;
tau_a = 0.332 * ((u^(3/2))*(sqrt(rho*mu./x)));
x = 0: .01 : 2.7432;
% @ 0.5 m/s = 0.971922 knots
u = 2.0;
tau_b = 0.332 * ((u^(3/2))*(sqrt(rho*mu./x)));
x = 0: .01 : 2.7432;
% @ 0.75 m/s = 1.45788 knots
u = 4.0;
Re = (3*10^6)*u
tau_c = 0.332 * ((u^(3/2))*(sqrt(rho*mu./x)));
x = 0: .01 : 2.7432;
% @ 1.0 m/s = 1.94384 knots
u = 8.0;
tau_d = 0.332 * ((u^(3/2))*(sqrt(rho*mu./x)));
x = 0: .01 : 2.7432;
% @ 1.5 m/s = 2.9177 knots
u = 12.0;
tau_e = 0.332 * ((u^(3/2))*(sqrt(rho*mu./x)));
% Plots
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figure
hold on
title({'Shear Stress (tau) vs. Length (x) Along Stringer',
'at Practical Surfing Speeds'})
ylabel('Shear Stress (tau) (kg / (m*s^2))') % label left y-axis
xlabel('Distance along Stringer (m)') % label x-axis
plot (x,tau_a, x,tau_b, x,tau_c, x,tau_d, x,tau_e)
legend('1.0 m/s','2.0 m/s','4.0 m/s','8.0 m/s','12 m/s')
%axis([0 3 0 9*10^(-3)])
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A.4 MATLAB CODE TO CALCULATE: THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF DRAG OF A 9'0"
SURFBOARD
clear all; close all; clc
% Theoretical Analysis of Drag of a 9'0" Surfboard
% Kledzik
% September 2015
% List of variables
% Theta
% momentum flux thickness (m)
%x
% distance along stringer (m)
% nu = 1.004 * 10^(-6)
% kinamatic viscosity, fresh water @ 20 C (m^2/s)
% g = 9.81
% gravity (m/s^2)
%U
% board velocity (m/s)
% Re
% Reynolds # (unitless)
% rho = 1000
% density
(kg/m^3)
%b
% Surfboard Width (m)
%D
% Drag (kg m/s^2)
% Equations
% Theta = 0.664 * x / (Re)
% D = rho * b * U^2 * Theta
%% Code
b = .6
rho = 1000
x = 0: .01 : 2.7432;
% @ 0.25 m/s = .485961 knots
u_a = 0.25;
Re = (3*10^6)*u_a;
Theta_a = 0.664 * x / (Re);
x = 0: .01 : 2.7432;
% @ 0.5 m/s = 0.971922 knots
u_b = 0.5;
Re = (3*10^6)*u_b;
Theta_b = 0.664 * x / (Re);
x = 0: .01 : 2.7432;
% @ 0.75 m/s = 1.45788 knots
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u_c = 0.75;
Re = (3*10^6)*u_c;
Theta_c = 0.664 * x / (Re);
x = 0: .01 : 2.7432;
% @ 1.0 m/s = 1.94384 knots
u_d = 1.0;
Re = (3*10^6)*u_d;
Theta_d = 0.664 * x / (Re);
x = 0: .01 : 2.7432;
% @ 1.5 m/s = 2.9177 knots
u_e = 1.5;
Re = (3*10^6)*u_e;
Theta_e = 0.664 * x / (Re);
u_a = 0.25;
D_a = rho * b * u_a^2 * Theta_a;
u_b = 0.5;
D_b = rho * b * u_b^2 * Theta_b;
u_c = 0.75;
D_c = rho * b * u_c^2 * Theta_c;
u_d = 1.0;
D_d = rho * b * u_d^2 * Theta_d;
u_e = 1.5;
D_e = rho * b * u_e^2 * Theta_e;
D = sum(D_e)
% Plots
figure
hold on
title({'Drag (D) vs. Momentun Flux Thickness (Theta)',
'at Paddling Speeds'},'FontSize',16,'fontWeight','bold')
xlabel('Momentun Flux Thickness (Theta (m))','FontSize',16,'fontWeight','bold')
% label x-axis
ylabel('Drag (kg m/s^2)','FontSize',16,'fontWeight','bold')
% label
y-axis
plot(Theta_a,D_a, Theta_b,D_b, Theta_c,D_c, Theta_d,D_d, Theta_e, D_e)
set(gca,'fontsize',20)
legend('0.25
m/s','0.5
m/s','0.75
m/s','1.0
m/s','1.5
m/s','FontSize',16,'fontWeight','bold')
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%axis([0 .000001 0 (6)*(10^(-4))])
figure
hold on
title({'Drag (D) vs. Length along Stringer (x)',
'at Paddling Speeds'},'FontSize',16,'fontWeight','bold')
xlabel('Distance along stringer (m))','FontSize',16,'fontWeight','bold')
%
label x-axis
ylabel('Drag (kg m/s^2)','FontSize',16,'fontWeight','bold')
% label
y-axis
plot (x,D_a, x,D_b, x,D_c, x,D_d, x, D_e)
set(gca,'fontsize',20)
legend('0.25
m/s','0.5
m/s','0.75
m/s','1.0
m/s','1.5
m/s','FontSize',16,'fontWeight','bold')
%axis([0 3 0 7*10^(-7)])
x = 0: .01 : 2.7432;
% @ 1.0 m/s = 1.94384 knots
u_a = 1.0;
Re = (3*10^6)*u_a;
Theta_a = 0.664 * x / (Re);
x = 0: .01 : 2.7432;
% @ 2.0 m/s = 3.88769 knots
u_b = 2.0;
Re = (3*10^6)*u_b;
Theta_b = 0.664 * x / (Re);
x = 0: .01 : 2.7432;
% @ 4.0 m/s = 7.77538 knots
u_c = 4.0;
Re = (3*10^6)*u_c;
Theta_c = 0.664 * x / (Re);
x = 0: .01 : 2.7432;
% @ 8.0 m/s = 15.5508 knots
u_d = 8.0;
Re = (3*10^6)*u_d;
Theta_d = 0.664 * x / (Re);
x = 0: .01 : 2.7432;
% @ 12 m/s = 23.3261 knots
u_e = 12.0;
Re = (3*10^6)*u_e;
Theta_e = 0.664 * x / (Re);
u_a = 1.0;
D_a = rho * b * u_a^2 * Theta_a;
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u_b = 2.0;
D_b = rho * b * u_b^2 * Theta_b;
u_c = 4.0;
D_c = rho * b * u_c^2 * Theta_c;
u_d = 8.0;
D_d = rho * b * u_d^2 * Theta_d;
u_e = 12.0;
D_e = rho * b * u_e^2 * Theta_e;
% Plots
figure
hold on
title({'Drag (D) vs. Momentun Flux Thickness (Theta)',
'at Surfing Speeds'},'FontSize',16,'fontWeight','bold')
xlabel('Momentun Flux Thickness (Theta (m))','FontSize',16,'fontWeight','bold')
% label left y-axis
ylabel('Drag (kg m/s^2)','FontSize',16,'fontWeight','bold')
% label
x-axis
plot(Theta_a,D_a, Theta_b,D_b, Theta_c,D_c, Theta_d,D_d, Theta_e, D_e)
set(gca,'fontsize',20)
legend('1.0 m/s','2.0 m/s','4.0 m/s','8.0 m/s','12.0 m/s')
%axis([0 .000001 0 (6)*(10^(-4))])
figure
hold on
title({'Drag (D) vs. Length along Stringer (x)',
'at Surfing Speeds'},'FontSize',16,'fontWeight','bold')
xlabel('Distance along stringer (m))','FontSize',16,'fontWeight','bold') % label
left y-axis
ylabel('Drag (kg m/s^2)','FontSize',16,'fontWeight','bold')
% label
x-axis
plot(x,D_a, x,D_b, x,D_c, x,D_d, x, D_e)
set(gca,'fontsize',20)
legend('1.0 m/s','2.0 m/s','4.0 m/s','8.0 m/s','12.0 m/s')
%{
figure
hold on
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title({'Momentun Flux Thickness (Theta) vs. Length (x) Along Stringer',
'at Practical Paddling Speeds'})
ylabel('Momentun Flux Thickness (Theta (m))') % label left y-axis
xlabel('Distance along Stringer (m)') % label x-axis
plot (x,Theta_a, x,Theta_b, x,Theta_c, x,Theta_d, x,Theta_e)
legend('0.25 m/s','0.5 m/s','0.75 m/s','1.0 m/s','1.5 m/s')
axis([0 3 0 7*10^(-7)])
% Surfing Speeds
x = 0: .01 : 2.7432;
u = 1.0;
Re = (3*10^6)*u;
Theta_a = 0.664 * x / (Re);
x = 0: .01 : 2.7432;
u = 2.0;
Re = (3*10^6)*u;
Theta_b = 0.664 * x / (Re);
x = 0: .01 : 2.7432;
u = 4.0;
Re = (3*10^6)*u;
Theta_c = 0.664 * x / (Re);
x = 0: .01 : 2.7432;
u = 8.0;
Re = (3*10^6)*u;
Theta_d = 0.664 * x / (Re);
x = 0: .01 : 2.7432;
u = 12.0;
Re = (3*10^6)*u;
Theta_e = 0.664 * x / (Re);

% @ 1.0 m/s = 1.94384 knots

% @ 2.0 m/s = 3.88769 knots

% @ 4.0 m/s = 7.77538 knots

% @ 8.0 m/s = 15.5508 knots

% @ 12 m/s = 23.3261 knots

% Plots
figure
hold on
title({'Momentun Flux Thickness (Theta) vs. Length (x) Along Stringer',
'at Practical Surfing Speeds'})
ylabel('Momentun Flux Thickness (Theta (m))') % label left y-axis
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xlabel('Distance along Stringer (m)') % label x-axis
plot (x,Theta_a, x,Theta_b, x,Theta_c, x,Theta_d, x,Theta_e)
legend('1.0 m/s','2.0 m/s','4.0 m/s','8.0 m/s','12 m/s')
%axis([0 3 0 9*10^(-3)])
%}
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APPENDIX B

RESULTS PROCESSING: MATLAB CODE
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B.1

MATLAB PROGRAM TO CALCULATE: LOWELL CALIBRATION

% 4 July, 2016
% LOWELL Calibration
% 64 Hz sampling rate
% z-direction, curva analysis
% Sampling
%
Started : 11:29:00
%
Finished : 11:41:00
% Applied Force of 0.9 kg @ 8" stretch of rubberband
% Accelerometer was released every 2 minutes on the even
% Accelerometer was drawn back into position ever 2 minutes on the odd
load ime
load Axg
load Ayg
load Azg
%load MxmG
%load MymG
%load MzmG
t = datenum(ime);
Ax = Azg;
%Az = Axg;
%Ay = Ayg;
%Mx = MxmG;
%My = MymG;
%Mz = MzmG;
%{
fig1 = figure(1);
set(fig1,'units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]);
plot (t(3841:4161),Azg(3841:4161),'-db'); grid on;
grid minor;
datetick('x',14,'keeplimits','keepticks');
title('Acceleration vs. Time, 15 June 2016, Sampling at 32 Hz')
legend('Ax')
xlabel('Time (s)')
ylabel('Acceleration (g)')
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%}
fig1 = figure(1);
set(fig1,'units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]);
plot (t(42715:42817),Azg(42715:42817),'-db'); grid on;
grid minor;
datetick('x',14,'keeplimits','keepticks');
title('Acceleration vs. Time, 04 July 2016, Sampling at 64 Hz')
legend('Ax')
xlabel('Time (s)')
ylabel('Acceleration (g)')
MatLab code to calculate: Finding AVERAGE OFFSET from Zero
ACCELERATION

%% 12 SEPT. 2016
% Finding AVERAGE OFFSET from Zero ACCELERATION
load ime
%load Axg
%load Ayg
load Azg
%load MxmG
%load MymG
%load MzmG
t = datenum(ime);
Ax = Azg;
%Az = Axg;
%Ay = Ayg;
%Mx = MxmG;
%My = MymG;
%Mz = MzmG;
% 15:16 - 1
t_e(:,1) = (t(293761:294145));
Azg_e(:,1) = (Azg(293761:294145));
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% % 15:18 - 2
t_e(:,2) = (t(301441:301825));
Azg_e(:,2) = (Azg(301441:301825));
%
% % 15:20 - 3
t_e(:,3) = (t(309121:309505));
Azg_e(:,3) = (Azg(309121:309505));
%4
t_e(:,4) = (t(316801:317185));
Azg_e(:,4) = (Azg(316801:317185));
%5
t_e(:,5) = (t(324481:324865));
Azg_e(:,5) = (Azg(324481:324865));
% % 15:26 - 6
t_e(:,6) = (t(332161:332545));
Azg_e(:,6) = (Azg(332161:332545));
%7
t_e(:,7) = (t(339841:340225));
Azg_e(:,7) = (Azg(339841:340225));
% % 15:30 - 8
t_e(:,8) = (t(347521:347905));
Azg_e(:,8) = (t(347521:347905));
% 9
t_e(:,9) = (t(355201:355585));
Azg_e(:,9) = (Azg(355201:355585));
% % 15:34 - 10
t_e(:,10) = (t(362881:363265));
Azg_e(:,10) = (Azg(362881:363265));
% % 11
t_e(:,11) = (t(370561:370945));
Azg_e(:,11) = (Azg(370561:370945));
% 12
t_e(:,12) = (t(378241:378625));
Azg_e(:,12) = (Azg(378241:378625));
%
% % 15:40 - 13
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t_e(:,13) = (t(385921:386305));
Azg_e(:,13) = (Azg(385921:386305));
% 14
t_e(:,14) = (t(393601:393985));
Azg_e(:,14) = (Azg(393601:393985));
% % 15:44 - 15
t_e(:,15) = (t(401281:401665));
Azg_e(:,15) = (Azg(401281:401665));
% 16
t_e(:,16) = (t(408961:409345));
Azg_e(:,16) = (Azg(408961:409345));
% 17
t_e(:,17) = (t(416641:417025));
Azg_e(:,17) = (Azg(416641:417025));
% % 15:50 - 18
t_e(:,18) = (t(424321:424705));
Azg_e(:,18) = (Azg(424321:424705));
% 15:52 - 19
t_e(:,19) = (t(432001:432385));
Azg_e(:,19) = (Azg(432001:432385));
% 20
t_e(:,20) = (t(439681:440065));
Azg_e(:,20) = (Azg(439681:440065));
% 21
t_e(:,21) = (t(447361:447745));
Azg_e(:,21) = (Azg(447361:447745));
% 22
t_e(:,22) = (t(455041:455425));
Azg_e(:,22) = (Azg(455041:455425));
for i = 1:22
f = fit(t_e(:,i),Azg_e(:,i), 'rat23')
figure(i)
set(figure(i),'units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]);
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plot (f,t_e(:,i),Azg_e(:,i),'-db'); grid on;
grid minor;
set(gca,'FontSize',18);
datetick('x',14,'keeplimits','keepticks');
%title('Acceleration vs. Time, 11 August 2016, Sampling at 64 Hz')
%legend('Ax')
xlabel('Time (s)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold')
ylabel('Acceleration (g)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold')
print -dtiff -r600 fname
end
%% Provide Truncated Acceleration with the OFFSET from Zer0
%x1 =
x11 =
736330.636459549;
x12 =
736330.636535676;
t11 = datestr(x11);
t12 = datestr(x12);
% y1 =
%
%
0.0369758576874205
%
0.0369758576874205
%x2 =
x21 =
736330.637848554;
x22 =
736330.63792495;
t21 =datestr(x21);
t22 =datestr(x22);
% y2 =
%
%
0.0236975857687419
%
0.030559085133418

%x3 =
x31 = 736330.639238332;
x32 = 736330.63930881;
t31 =datestr(x31);
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t32 = datestr(x32) ;
% y3 =
%
%
0.0438373570520966
%
0.0509529860228719
%x4 =
x41 =
736330.640629186;
x42 = 736330.640672495;
t41 =datestr(x41);
t42 =datestr(x42);
% y4 =
%
%
0.358576874205845
%
0.343329097839898
%x5 =
x51 = 736330.642015198;
x52 = 736330.64208998;
t51 =datestr(x51);
t52 =datestr(x52);
% 5y =
%
%
0.026048284625159
%
0.0313850063532403
%x6 =
x61 = 736330.643427402;
x62 = 736330.643480326;
t61 =datestr(x61);
t62 =datestr(x62);
% y6 =
%
%
0.0365482233502538
%
0.0284263959390862
%x7 =
x71 = 736330.644793952;
x72 = 736330.644878898;
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t71 =datestr(x71);
t72 =datestr(x72);
% y7 =
%
%
0.0272842639593908
%
0.0326142131979696
%x8 =
x81 = 736330.646223302;
x82 = 736330.6462615;
t81 =datestr(x81);
t82 =datestr(x82);
% y8 =
%
%
0.0209656925031763
%
0.0003811944091483
%x9 =
x91 = 736330.647601782;
x92 = 736330.64765881;
t91 =datestr(x91);
t92 =datestr(x92);
% y9 =
%
%
-0.00088945362134718
%
0.0219822109275728
%x10 =
x101 = 736330.648963315;
x102 = 736330.649053699;
t101 =datestr(x101);
t102 =datestr(x102);
% y10 =
%
%
0.0242058449809401
%
0.0264930114358322
%x11 =
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x111 =736330.650352051;
x112= 736330.650434633;
t111 =datestr(x111);
t112 =datestr(x112);
% datestr()
% y11 =
%
%
0.0277001270648031
%
0.0231257941550191
%x12 =
x121
= 736330.651737794;
x122 = 736330.651821722;
t121 =datestr(x121);
t122 =datestr(x122);
%y12 =
%
%
0.0296060991105464
%
0.029606099110546
%x13 =
x131
= 736330.65312621;
x132
= 736330.653206048;
t131 =datestr(x131);
t132 =datestr(x132);
% y13 =
%
%
0.0202411167512691
%
0.0237944162436549
%x14 =
x141
= 736330.654514391;
x142
= 736330.654599126;
t141 =datestr(x141);
t142 =datestr(x142);
% y14 =
%
%
0.0246505717916138
%
0.0246505717916138
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%x15 =
x151
= 736330.655903177;
x152
= 736330.65598344;
t151 =datestr(x151);
t152 =datestr(x152);
% y15 =
%
%
0.0460609911054638
%
0.0327191867852604
%x16 =
x161 = 736330.657292098;
x162 = 736330.657346974;
t161 =datestr(x161);
t162 =datestr(x162);
% y16 =
%
%
0.0322744599745871
%
0.0353240152477763
%x17 =
x171 = 736330.658681338;
x172 = 736330.658747781;
t171 =datestr(x171);
t172 =datestr(x172);
% y17 =
%
%
0.0170902160101652
%
0.0215374841168997
%x18 =
x181
= 736330.660070578;
x182 = 736330.660132986;
t181 =datestr(x181);
t182 =datestr(x182);
% y18 =
%
%
0.0208386277001271
%
0.0221092757306227
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%x19 =
x191
= 736330.661459011;
x192
= 736330.661539442;
t191 =datestr(x191);
t192 =datestr(x192);
%
% y19 =
%
%
0.0322109275730623
%
0.0322109275730623
%x20 =
x201 = 736330.662848016;
x202 = 736330.662928446;
t201 =datestr(x201);
t202 =datestr(x202);
% y20 =
%
%
0.0170266836086405
%
0.0170266836086405
%x21 =
x211 = 736330.664236987;
x212 = 736330.664317955;
t211 =datestr(x211);
t212 =datestr(x212);
% y21 =
%
%
-0.00419313850063513
%
0.00470139771283351
%x22 =
x221 = 736330.665650706;
x222 = 736330.665708272;
t221 =datestr(x221);
t222 =datestr(x222);
% y22 = [0.0221092757306227:0.0170266836086405]
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B.2

MATLAB CODE TO CALCULATE: LOWELL DYNAMIC ACCELERATION

MEASUREMENTS

% 11 August, 2016
% LOWELL Acceleration Measurements
% 64 Hz sampling rate
% z-direction, curve analysis
% Sampling
%
Started : 15:15:00
%
Finished : 16:30:00
% Applied Force of full paddle burst @ 8 strokes per trial run
% Accelerometer was released every 1 minutes on the minute for the first n,
% NOTE- Examine the quiescent period immediately prior to the minute, and
% the 10 second quiescent after the trial
% DYNO_FORCE Calculations
clc;
clear all;
close all;
% Load and define DATA
%load ime
%load Axg
%load Ayg
%load Azg
%load MxmG
%load MymG
%load MzmG
%t = datenum(ime);
%Ax = Azg;
%Az = Axg;
%Ay = Ayg;
%Mx = MxmG;
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%My = MymG;
%Mz = MzmG;
% Consants
load Forcelbs
load IME
% Convert LBS to Kg
% 1 lbs = 0.453592 Kg
kg = 0.453592;
g = 9.81;
F_kg = (Forcelbs*0.453592); % Force (kg)
F_N = (F_kg*g);
% Force (Newtons)
AVG_F = mean(F_N);
AVG_F
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B.3

MATLAB CODE TO CALCULATE: LOWELL ISOLATION OF STRAIN SIGNAL

% August, 2016
% LOWELL Acceleration Measurements
% Dynamic Analysis
% 64 Hz sampling rate
% z-direction, curve analysis
% Sampling
%
Started : 14:00:00
%
Finished : 16:00:00
% Applied Force of full paddle burst @ 8 strokes per trial run
% Accelerometer was released every 2 minutes on the even for the first n,
% then ever minute on the minute after that.
% NOTE- Examine the wquiescent period immediately prior to the minute
% Isolation of Strain Signal
% Define Variables
W_b = 0.6096;
% width of board
(m)
L_b = 2.7432;
% length of board
(m)
SA_b = W_b * L_b;
% Surface area of board
(m^2)
rho = 1000;
% Density of Fresh water
(kg / m^3)
visc = (1.004 * (10^(-6)));
% Kinamatic Viscosity H2O @ 20C
(m^2/s *10^-6)
%V_b = 2;
% Velocity of board
(m/s)
m_b = 8.6;
% mass of board
(kg)
m_s = 75.2963;
% mass of surfer
(kg)
m_t = m_s + m_b;
g = 9.81;
% accelerations due to gravity (m/s^2)
% C_d =
% Drag coefficient
load ime;
%load Axg
%load Ayg
load Azg;
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%load MxmG
%load MymG
%load MzmG
t = datenum(ime);
%Ax = Azg;
Azg = Azg - 0.035;
%Az = Axg;
%Ay = Ayg;
%Mx = MxmG;
%My = MymG;
%Mz = MzmG;
Azg = Azg * 9.81; % convert acceleration in (g) to (m/s^2)
%Azg_e = Ax;
%t = datestr(t)
% converts DateTime back into a NUMBER
% 15:16 - 1
t_1 = (t(294712:294802));
Azg_1 = (Azg(294712:294802));
% % % 15:18 - 2
t_2 = (t(302398:302471));
Azg_2 = (Azg(302398:302471));
%%
% % % 15:20 - 3
t_3 = (t(310065:310151));
Azg_3 = (Azg(310065:310151));
%4
t_4 = (t(317783:317861));
Azg_4 = (Azg(317783:317861));
%5
t_5 = (t(325345:325473));
Azg_5 = (Azg(325345:325473));
% % 15:26 - 6
t_6 = (t(333092:333184));
Azg_6 = (Azg(333092:333184));
%7
t_7 = (t(340825:340909));
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Azg_7 = (Azg(340825:340909));
% % 15:30 - 8
t_8 = (t(348455:348544));
Azg_8 = (Azg(348455:348544));
% 9
t_9 = (t(356178:356260));
Azg_9 = (Azg(356178:356260));
% % 15:34 - 10
t_10 = (t(363809:363937));
Azg_10 = (Azg(363809:363937));
% % 11
t_11 = (t(371537:371633));
Azg_11 = (Azg(371537:371633));
% 12
t_12 = (t(379231:379308));
Azg_12 = (Azg(379231:379308));
%
% % 15:40 - 13
t_13 = (t(386849:386977));
Azg_13 = (Azg(386849:386977));
% 14
t_14 = (t(394585:394670));
Azg_14 = (Azg(394585:394670));
% % 15:44 - 15
t_15 = (t(402276:402363));
Azg_15 = (Azg(402276:402363));
% 16
t_16 = (t(409870:409957));
Azg_16 = (Azg(409870:409957));
% 17
t_17 = (t(417626:417710));
Azg_17 = (Azg(417626:417710));
% % 15:50 - 18
t_18 = (t(425275:425370));
Azg_18 = (Azg(425275:425370));
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% % 15:52 - 19
t_19 = (t(432976:433063));
Azg_19 = (Azg(432976:433063));
% 20
t_20 = (t(440653:440749));
Azg_20 = (Azg(440653:440749));
% 21
t_21 = (t(448321:448421));
Azg_21 = (Azg(448321:448421));
% 15:58 - 22
t_22 = (t(456026:456125));
Azg_22 = (Azg(456026:456125));
% % for i = 1:2
% % Q(:,i) = trapz(Azg_e(:,i))
% % end
%% Velocity Calculations (area under the acceleration curve)
%X = (-1/64)
T1 = (-1/64);
Q1 = trapz(Azg_1)*T1;
Q2 = trapz(Azg_2)*T1;
Q3 = trapz(Azg_3)*T1;
Q4 = trapz(Azg_4)*T1;
Q5 = trapz(Azg_5)*T1;
Q6 = trapz(Azg_6)*T1;
Q7 = trapz(Azg_7)*T1;
Q8 = trapz(Azg_8)*T1;
Q9 = trapz(Azg_9)*T1;
Q10 = trapz(Azg_10)*T1;
Q11 = trapz(Azg_11)*T1;
Q12 = trapz(Azg_12)*T1;
Q13 = trapz(Azg_13)*T1;
Q14 = trapz(Azg_14)*T1;
Q15 = trapz(Azg_15)*T1;
Q16 = trapz(Azg_16)*T1;
Q17 = trapz(Azg_17)*T1;
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Q18 = trapz(Azg_18)*T1;
Q19 = trapz(Azg_19)*T1;
Q20 = trapz(Azg_20)*T1;
Q21 = trapz(Azg_21)*T1;
Q22 = trapz(Azg_22)*T1;
V1 = Q1;
V2 = Q2;
V3 = Q3;
V4 = Q4;
V5 = Q5;
V6 = Q6;
V7 = Q7;
V8 = Q8;
V9 = Q9;
V10 = Q10;
V11 = Q11;
V12 = Q12;
V13 = Q13;
V14 = Q14;
V15 = Q15;
V16 = Q16;
V17 = Q17;
V18 = Q18;
V19 = Q19;
V20 = Q20;
V21 = Q21;
V22 = Q22;
V_v = [V1,V2,V3,V4,V6,V7,V8,V9,V11,V12,V14,V15,V16,V17,V18,...
V19,V20,V21,V22];
%% Reynolds Number Calculation for each velocity
% Re = (V*L)/(viscosity)
Re1 = (V1*L_b)/(visc);
Re2 = (V2*L_b)/(visc);
Re3 = (V3*L_b)/(visc);
Re4 = (V4*L_b)/(visc);
Re5 = (V5*L_b)/(visc);
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Re6 = (V6*L_b)/(visc);
Re7 = (V7*L_b)/(visc);
Re8 = (V8*L_b)/(visc);
Re9 = (V9*L_b)/(visc);
Re10 = (V10*L_b)/(visc);
Re11 = (V11*L_b)/(visc);
Re12 = (V12*L_b)/(visc);
Re13 = (V13*L_b)/(visc);
Re14 = (V14*L_b)/(visc);
Re15 = (V15*L_b)/(visc);
Re16 = (V16*L_b)/(visc);
Re17 = (V17*L_b)/(visc);
Re18 = (V18*L_b)/(visc);
Re19 = (V19*L_b)/(visc);
Re20 = (V20*L_b)/(visc);
Re21 = (V21*L_b)/(visc);
Re22 = (V22*L_b)/(visc);
Re_1
=
[Re1,Re2,Re3,Re4,Re6,Re7,Re8,Re9,Re11,Re12,Re14,Re15,Re16,Re17,Re18,
Re19,Re20,Re21,Re22]
%%
%% Froude Number Calculation @ Velocity
Fr1 = V1 / (sqrt(g*L_b));
Fr2 = V2 / (sqrt(g*L_b));
Fr3 = V3 / (sqrt(g*L_b));
Fr4 = V4 / (sqrt(g*L_b));
Fr5 = V5 / (sqrt(g*L_b));
Fr6 = V6 / (sqrt(g*L_b));
Fr7 = V7 / (sqrt(g*L_b));
Fr8 = V8 / (sqrt(g*L_b));
Fr9 = V9 / (sqrt(g*L_b));
Fr10 = V10 / (sqrt(g*L_b));
Fr11 = V11 / (sqrt(g*L_b));
Fr12 = V12 / (sqrt(g*L_b));
Fr13 = V13 / (sqrt(g*L_b));
Fr14 = V14 / (sqrt(g*L_b));
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Fr15 = V15 / (sqrt(g*L_b));
Fr16 = V16 / (sqrt(g*L_b));
Fr17 = V17 / (sqrt(g*L_b));
Fr18 = V18 / (sqrt(g*L_b));
Fr19 = V19 / (sqrt(g*L_b));
Fr20 = V20 / (sqrt(g*L_b));
Fr21 = V21 / (sqrt(g*L_b));
Fr22 = V22 / (sqrt(g*L_b));
Fr_a = [Fr1,Fr2,Fr3,Fr4,Fr6,Fr7,Fr8,Fr9,Fr11,Fr12,Fr14,Fr15,Fr16,Fr17,...
Fr18,Fr19,Fr20,Fr21,Fr22];
%% Acceleration vs. Time Plots
t = datenum(ime);
set(figure(1),'units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]);
figure(1);
plot (t_1,Azg_1,'-db'); grid on;
grid minor;
set(gca,'FontSize',18);
datetick('x',14,'keeplimits','keepticks');
%title('Acceleration vs. Time, 11 August 2016, Sampling at 64 Hz');
%legend('Ax');
xlabel('Time (s)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold');
ylabel('Acceleration (g)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold');
print -dtiff -r600 fname;
% set(figure(2),'units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]);
% figure(2);
% plot (t_2,Azg_2,'-db'); grid on;
% grid minor;
% set(gca,'FontSize',18);
% datetick('x',14,'keeplimits','keepticks');
% %title('Acceleration vs. Time, 11 August 2016, Sampling at 64 Hz');
% %legend('Ax');
% xlabel('Time (s)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold');
% ylabel('Acceleration (g)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold');
% print -dtiff -r600 fname;
%%
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set(figure(2),'units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]);
figure(2);
plot (t_2,Azg_2,'-db'); grid on;
grid minor;
set(gca,'FontSize',30);
datetick('x',14,'keeplimits','keepticks');
%title('Acceleration vs. Time, 11 August 2016, Sampling at 64 Hz');
%legend('Ax');
%xlabel('Time (s)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold');
%ylabel('Acceleration (g)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold');
print -dtiff -r600 fname;
%%
set(figure(3),'units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]);
figure(3);
plot (t_3,Azg_3,'-db','LineWidth',4); grid on;
grid minor;
set(gca,'FontSize',30);
datetick('x',14,'keeplimits','keepticks');
%title('Acceleration vs. Time, 11 August 2016, Sampling at 64 Hz');
%legend('Ax');
%xlabel('Time (s)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold');
%ylabel('Acceleration (g)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold');
print -dtiff -r600 fname;
%%
% set(figure(4),'units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]);
% figure(4);
% plot (t_4,Azg_4,'-db'); grid on;
% grid minor;
% set(gca,'FontSize',18);
% datetick('x',14,'keeplimits','keepticks');
% %title('Acceleration vs. Time, 11 August 2016, Sampling at 64 Hz');
% %legend('Ax');
% xlabel('Time (s)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold');
% ylabel('Acceleration (g)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold');
% print -dtiff -r600 fname;
%%
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set(figure(4),'units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]);
figure(4);
plot (t_4,Azg_4,'-db','LineWidth',4); grid on;
grid minor;
set(gca,'FontSize',25);
datetick('x',14,'keeplimits','keepticks');
set(gca,'Xtick',00:00:05);
%title('Acceleration vs. Time, 11 August 2016, Sampling at 64 Hz');
%legend('Ax');
%xlabel('Time (s)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold');
%ylabel('Acceleration (g)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold');
print -dtiff -r600 fname;
%%
set(figure(5),'units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]);
figure(5);
plot (t_5,Azg_5,'-db'); grid on;
grid minor;
set(gca,'FontSize',18);
datetick('x',14,'keeplimits','keepticks');
%title('Acceleration vs. Time, 11 August 2016, Sampling at 64 Hz');
%legend('Ax');
xlabel('Time (s)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold');
ylabel('Acceleration (g)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold');
print -dtiff -r600 fname;

set(figure(6),'units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]);
figure(6);
plot (t_6,Azg_6,'-db'); grid on;
grid minor;
set(gca,'FontSize',18);
datetick('x',14,'keeplimits','keepticks');
%title('Acceleration vs. Time, 11 August 2016, Sampling at 64 Hz');
%legend('Ax');
xlabel('Time (s)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold');
ylabel('Acceleration (g)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold');
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print -dtiff -r600 fname;
set(figure(7),'units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]);
figure(7);
plot (t_7,Azg_7,'-db'); grid on;
grid minor;
set(gca,'FontSize',18);
datetick('x',14,'keeplimits','keepticks');
%title('Acceleration vs. Time, 11 August 2016, Sampling at 64 Hz');
%legend('Ax');
xlabel('Time (s)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold');
ylabel('Acceleration (g)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold');
print -dtiff -r600 fname;
set(figure(8),'units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]);
figure(8);
plot (t_8,Azg_8,'-db'); grid on;
grid minor;
set(gca,'FontSize',18);
datetick('x',14,'keeplimits','keepticks');
%title('Acceleration vs. Time, 11 August 2016, Sampling at 64 Hz');
%legend('Ax');
xlabel('Time (s)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold');
ylabel('Acceleration (g)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold');
print -dtiff -r600 fname;
set(figure(9),'units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]);
figure(9);
plot (t_9,Azg_9,'-db'); grid on;
grid minor;
set(gca,'FontSize',18);
datetick('x',14,'keeplimits','keepticks');
%title('Acceleration vs. Time, 11 August 2016, Sampling at 64 Hz');
%legend('Ax');
xlabel('Time (s)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold');
ylabel('Acceleration (g)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold');
print -dtiff -r600 fname;
set(figure(10),'units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]);
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figure(10);
plot (t_10,Azg_10,'-db'); grid on;
grid minor;
set(gca,'FontSize',18);
datetick('x',14,'keeplimits','keepticks');
%title('Acceleration vs. Time, 11 August 2016, Sampling at 64 Hz');
%legend('Ax');
xlabel('Time (s)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold');
ylabel('Acceleration (g)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold');
print -dtiff -r600 fname;
set(figure(11),'units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]);
figure(11);
plot (t_11,Azg_11,'-db'); grid on;
grid minor;
set(gca,'FontSize',18);
datetick('x',14,'keeplimits','keepticks');
%title('Acceleration vs. Time, 11 August 2016, Sampling at 64 Hz');
%legend('Ax');
xlabel('Time (s)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold');
ylabel('Acceleration (g)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold');
print -dtiff -r600 fname;
% set(figure(12),'units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]);
% figure(12);
% plot (t_12,Azg_12,'-db'); grid on;
% grid minor;
% set(gca,'FontSize',18);
% datetick('x',14,'keeplimits','keepticks');
% %title('Acceleration vs. Time, 11 August 2016, Sampling at 64 Hz');
% %legend('Ax');
% xlabel('Time (s)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold');
% ylabel('Acceleration (g)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold');
% print -dtiff -r600 fname;
%
%%
set(figure(12),'units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]);
figure(12);
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plot (t_12,Azg_12,'-db','LineWidth',4); grid on;
grid minor;
set(gca,'FontSize',30);
datetick('x',14,'keeplimits','keepticks');
%title('Acceleration vs. Time, 11 August 2016, Sampling at 64 Hz');
%legend('Ax');
%xlabel('Time (s)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold');
%ylabel('Acceleration (g)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold');
print -dtiff -r600 fname;
%%
set(figure(13),'units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]);
figure(13);
plot (t_13,Azg_13,'-db'); grid on;
grid minor;
set(gca,'FontSize',18);
datetick('x',14,'keeplimits','keepticks');
%title('Acceleration vs. Time, 11 August 2016, Sampling at 64 Hz');
%legend('Ax');
xlabel('Time (s)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold');
ylabel('Acceleration (g)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold');
print -dtiff -r600 fname;
set(figure(14),'units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]);
figure(14);
plot (t_14,Azg_14,'-db'); grid on;
grid minor;
set(gca,'FontSize',18);
datetick('x',14,'keeplimits','keepticks');
%title('Acceleration vs. Time, 11 August 2016, Sampling at 64 Hz');
%legend('Ax');
xlabel('Time (s)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold');
ylabel('Acceleration (g)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold');
print -dtiff -r600 fname;
set(figure(15),'units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]);
figure(15);
plot (t_15,Azg_15,'-db'); grid on;
grid minor;
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set(gca,'FontSize',18);
datetick('x',14,'keeplimits','keepticks');
%title('Acceleration vs. Time, 11 August 2016, Sampling at 64 Hz')
%legend('Ax');
xlabel('Time (s)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold');
ylabel('Acceleration (g)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold');
print -dtiff -r600 fname;
set(figure(16),'units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]);
figure(16);
plot (t_16,Azg_16,'-db'); grid on;
grid minor;
set(gca,'FontSize',18);
datetick('x',14,'keeplimits','keepticks');
%title('Acceleration vs. Time, 11 August 2016, Sampling at 64 Hz');
%legend('Ax');
xlabel('Time (s)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold');
ylabel('Acceleration (g)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold');
print -dtiff -r600 fname;
%%
set(figure(17),'units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]);
figure(17);
plot (t_17,Azg_17,'-db'); grid on;
grid minor;
set(gca,'FontSize',18);
datetick('x',14,'keeplimits','keepticks');
%title('Acceleration vs. Time, 11 August 2016, Sampling at 64 Hz');
%legend('Ax');
xlabel('Time (s)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold');
ylabel('Acceleration (g)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold');
print -dtiff -r600 fname;
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set(figure(18),'units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]);
figure(18);
plot (t_18,Azg_18,'-db'); grid on;
grid minor;
set(gca,'FontSize',18);
datetick('x',16,'keeplimits','keepticks');
%title('Acceleration vs. Time, 11 August 2016, Sampling at 64 Hz');
%legend('Ax');
xlabel('Time (s)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold');
ylabel('Acceleration (g)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold');
print -dtiff -r600 fname;
set(figure(19),'units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]);
figure(19);
plot (t_19,Azg_19,'-db','LineWidth',4); grid on;
grid minor;
set(gca,'FontSize',30);
datetick('x',16,'keeplimits','keepticks');
%title('Acceleration vs. Time, 11 August 2016, Sampling at 64 Hz');
%legend('Ax');
%xlabel('Time (s)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold');
%ylabel('Acceleration (g)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold');
print -dtiff -r600 fname;
%%
set(figure(20),'units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]);
figure(20);
plot (t_20,Azg_20,'-db'); grid on;
grid minor;
set(gca,'FontSize',18);
datetick('x',14,'keeplimits','keepticks');
%title('Acceleration vs. Time, 11 August 2016, Sampling at 64 Hz');
%legend('Ax');
xlabel('Time (s)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold');
ylabel('Acceleration (g)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold');
print -dtiff -r600 fname;
set(figure(21),'units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]);
figure(21);
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plot (t_21,Azg_21,'-db'); grid on;
grid minor;
set(gca,'FontSize',18);
datetick('x',14,'keeplimits','keepticks');
%title('Acceleration vs. Time, 11 August 2016, Sampling at 64 Hz');
%legend('Ax');
xlabel('Time (s)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold');
ylabel('Acceleration (g)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold');
print -dtiff -r600 fname;
set(figure(22),'units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]);
figure(22);
plot (t_22,Azg_22,'-db'); grid on;
grid minor;
set(gca,'FontSize',18);
datetick('x',14,'keeplimits','keepticks');
%title('Acceleration vs. Time, 11 August 2016, Sampling at 64 Hz');
%legend('Ax');
xlabel('Time (s)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold');
ylabel('Acceleration (g)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold');
print -dtiff -r600 fname;
%end
%% Total Drag Coefficient Equations
% F_d = m * a = (1/2) * rho * A * (V^2) * C_d;
% C_d = (2 * m * a) / (rho * A * (V^2)\;
a = 0.25;
C_d1 = (2 * m_t * a) / (rho * SA_b * (V1^2));
C_d2 = (2 * m_t * a) / (rho * SA_b * (V2^2));
C_d3 = (2 * m_t * a) / (rho * SA_b * (V3^2));
C_d4 = (2 * m_t * a) / (rho * SA_b * (V4^2));
C_d5 = (2 * m_t * a) / (rho * SA_b * (V5^2));
C_d6 = (2 * m_t * a) / (rho * SA_b * (V6^2));
C_d7 = (2 * m_t * a) / (rho * SA_b * (V7^2));
C_d8 = (2 * m_t * a) / (rho * SA_b * (V8^2));
C_d9 = (2 * m_t * a) / (rho * SA_b * (V9^2));
C_d10 = (2 * m_t * a) / (rho * SA_b * (V10^2));
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C_d11 = (2 * m_t * a) / (rho * SA_b * (V11^2));
C_d12 = (2 * m_t * a) / (rho * SA_b * (V12^2));
C_d13 = (2 * m_t * a) / (rho * SA_b * (V13^2));
C_d14 = (2 * m_t * a) / (rho * SA_b * (V14^2));
C_d15 = (2 * m_t * a) / (rho * SA_b * (V15^2));
C_d16 = (2 * m_t * a) / (rho * SA_b * (V16^2));
C_d17 = (2 * m_t * a) / (rho * SA_b * (V17^2));
C_d18 = (2 * m_t * a) / (rho * SA_b * (V18^2));
C_d19 = (2 * m_t * a) / (rho * SA_b * (V19^2));
C_d20 = (2 * m_t * a) / (rho * SA_b * (V20^2));
C_d21 = (2 * m_t * a) / (rho * SA_b * (V21^2));
C_d22 = (2 * m_t * a) / (rho * SA_b * (V22^2));
f_n = (F_N([1:4,6:9,11:12,14:22]));
c_d = [C_d1,C_d2,C_d3,C_d4,C_d6,C_d7,C_d8,C_d9,C_d11,C_d12,...
C_d14,C_d15,C_d16,C_d17,C_d18,C_d19,C_d20,C_d21,C_d22];
% f_n = (F_N([1:22])) ;
%
c_d
=
[C_d1,C_d2,C_d3,C_d4,C_d5,C_d6,C_d7,C_d8,C_d9,C_d10,C_d11,C_d12,...
%
C_d13,C_d14,C_d15,C_d16,C_d17,C_d18,C_d19,C_d20,C_d21,C_d22];
%%
set(figure(23),'units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]);
scatter(f_n,c_d, 'filled','k');
set(gca,'FontSize',30);
grid minor;
%title('Acceleration vs. Time, 11 August 2016, Sampling at 64 Hz');
%legend('Ax');
%xlabel('Force (N)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold');
%ylabel('Drag Coefficient (C_d)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold');
print -dtiff -r600 fname;
%%
% V_v = [V1,V2,V3,V4,V6,V7,V8,V9,V11,V12,V14,V15,V16,V17,...
% V18,V19,V20,V21,V22];
% vv = V_v';
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%
% f = fit(f_n,vv,'rat23');
% set(figure(24),'units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]);
% scatter(f_n,vv);
% set(gca,'FontSize',18);
% %title('Acceleration vs. Time, 11 August 2016, Sampling at 64 Hz');
% %legend('Ax');
% xlabel('Force (N)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold');
% ylabel('Velocity (m/s)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold');
% print -dtiff -r600 fname;
%% Plot C_d vs. Fr;
%f = fit(Fr_a,c_d, 'rat23');
set(figure(24),'units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]);
scatter(Fr_a,c_d,'filled','k');
set(gca,'FontSize',30);
grid minor;
%title('Acceleration vs. Time, 11 August 2016, Sampling at 64 Hz');
%legend('Ax');
%xlabel('Froude #','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold');
%ylabel('Drag Coefficient (C_d)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold');
print -dtiff -r600 fname;
%% Plot of Force vs. Velocity, and Force vs. Fr.
% What does this say about efficiency?
set(figure(25),'units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]);
scatter(V_v,f_n,'filled','k');
set(gca,'FontSize',30);
grid minor;
%title('Acceleration vs. Time, 11 August 2016, Sampling at 64 Hz');
%legend('Ax');
%xlabel('Velocity (m/s)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold');
%ylabel('Force (N)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold');
print -dtiff -r600 fname;
set(figure(26),'units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]);
scatter(Fr_a,f_n,'filled','k');
set(gca,'FontSize',30);
grid minor;
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%title('Acceleration vs. Time, 11 August 2016, Sampling at 64 Hz');
%legend('Ax');
%xlabel('Froude #','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold');
%ylabel('Force (N)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold');
print -dtiff -r600 fname;
set(figure(27),'units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]);
scatter(c_d, f_n,'filled','k');
set(gca,'FontSize',30);
grid minor;
%title('Acceleration vs. Time, 11 August 2016, Sampling at 64 Hz');
%legend('Ax');
%xlabel('Drag Coefficient','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold');
%ylabel('Force (N)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold');
print -dtiff -r600 fname;
%% Table of Force and Velocity values
Force = f_n;
Velocity = V_v';
TableA = table(Force, Velocity);
%% Data Statistics
% x = f_n; % Force data
% y = (V_v'); % Velocity Data
% format long;
% b1 = x\y;
%
% set(figure(27),'units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]);
% yCalc1 = b1*x;
% scatter(x,y);
% hold on;
% plot(x,yCalc1);
% xlabel('Force (N)');
% ylabel('Velocity (m/s)');
% title('Linear Regression Relation Between Force and Velocity ');
% grid on;
%
% X = [ones(length(x),1) x];
% b = X\y;
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%
% yCalc2 = X*b;
% plot(x,yCalc2,'--');
% legend('Data','Slope','Slope & Intercept','Location','best');
%
% Rsq1 = 1 - sum((y - yCalc1).^2)/sum((y - mean(y)).^2)
% Rsq2 = 1 - sum((y - yCalc2).^2)/sum((y - mean(y)).^2)
% % Data Statistics
x = (V_v'); % Velocity data
y = (c_d'); % Drag Coefficent Data
format long;
b1 = x\y;
set(figure(28),'units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]);
yCalc1 = b1*x;
scatter(x,y,'filled','k');
set(gca,'FontSize',30);
grid minor;
hold on;
%plot(x,yCalc1);
%xlabel('Velocity (m/s)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold');
%ylabel('Drag Coefficient','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold');
%title('Linear Regression Relation Between Drag Coefficient and Velocity');
grid on;
X = [ones(length(x),1) x];
b = X\y;
yCalc2 = X*b;
plot(x,yCalc2,'--','LineWidth',4);
%legend('Linear Regression Analysis','Slope & Intercept','Location','best');
% Rsq11 = 1 - sum((y - yCalc1).^2)/sum((y - mean(y)).^2)
Rsq22 = 1 - sum((y - yCalc2).^2)/sum((y - mean(y)).^2)
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B.4

MATLAB CODE TO CALCULATE: LOWELL ISOLATION OF DECELERATION

SIGNAL
% 12 August, 2016
% LOWELL Acceleration Measurements
% 64 Hz sampling rate
% z-direction, curve analysis
% Sampling
%
Started : 14:00:00
%
Finished : 16:00:00
% Applied Force of full paddle burst @ 8 strokes per trial run
% Accelerometer was released every 2 minutes on the even for the first n,
% then ever minute on the minute after that.
% NOTE- Examine the wquiescent period immediately prior to the minute
% Isolation of Deceleration Signal
load ime
%load Axg
%load Ayg
load Azg
%load MxmG
%load MymG
%load MzmG
t = datenum(ime);
Ax = Azg;
%Az = Axg;
%Ay = Ayg;
%Mx = MxmG;
%My = MymG;
%Mz = MzmG
% 14:30
% T(:,1) = (t(116993:117249));
% AX(:,1) = (Ax(116993:117249));
% % 14:31
T(:,1) = (t(120833:121089));
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AX(:,1) = (Ax(120833:121089));
%
% % 14:32
T(:,2) = (t(124673:124929));
AX(:,2) = (Ax(124673:124929));
%
% % 14:33
T(:,3) = (t(128513:128769));
AX(:,3) = (Ax(128513:128769));
% % 14:34
T(:,4) = (t(132353:132609));
AX(:,4) = (Ax(132353:132609));
% % 14:35
T(:,5) = (t(136193:136449));
AX(:,5) = (Ax(136193:136449));
% 14:36
T(:,6) = (t(140033:140289));
AX(:,6) = (Ax(140033:140289));
% 14:37
T(:,7) = (t(143873:144129));
AX(:,7) = (Ax(143873:144129));
% 14:38%
T(:,8) = (t(147713:147969));
AX(:,8) = (Ax(147713:147969));
% 14:39
T(:,9) = (t(151553:151809));
AX(:,9) = (Ax(151553:151809));
% 14:40
T(:,10) = (t(155393:155649));
AX(:,10) = (Ax(155393:155649));
% 14:41
T(:,11) = (t(159233:159489));
AX(:,11) = (Ax(159233:159489));
% 14:42
T(:,12) = (t(163073:163329));
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AX(:,12) = (Ax(163073:163329));
% 14:43
T(:,13) = (t(166913:167169));
AX(:,13) = (Ax(166913:167169));
% 14:44
T(:,14) = (t(170753:171009));
AX(:,14) = (Ax(170753:171009));
% 14:45
T(:,15) = (t(174593:174849));
AX(:,15) = (Ax(174593:174849));
% 14:46
T(:,16) = (t(178433:178689));
AX(:,16) = (Ax(178433:178689));
% 14:47
T(:,17) = (t(182273:182529));
AX(:,17) = (Ax(182273:182529));
% 14:48
T(:,18) = (t(186113:186369));
AX(:,18) = (Ax(186113:186369));
% 14:49
T(:,19) = (t(189953:190209));
AX(:,19) = (Ax(189953:190209));
% 14:50
T(:,20) = (t(193793:194049));
AX(:,20) = (Ax(193793:194049));
% 14:51
T(:,21) = (t(197633:197889));
AX(:,21) = (Ax(197633:197889));
% 14:52
T(:,22) = (t(201473:201729));
AX(:,22) = (Ax(201473:201729));
% 14:53
T(:,23) = (t(205313:205569));
AX(:,23) = (Ax(205313:205569));
% 14:54
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T(:,24) = (t(209153:209409));
AX(:,24) = (Ax(209153:209409));
% 14:55
T(:,25) = (t(212993:213249));
AX(:,25) = (Ax(212993:213249));
% 14:56
T(:,26) = (t(216833:217089));
AX(:,26) = (Ax(216833:217089));
% 14:57
T(:,27) = (t(220673:220929));
AX(:,27) = (Ax(220673:220929));
% 14:58
T(:,28) = (t(224513:224769));
AX(:,28) = (Ax(224513:224769));
% 14:59
T(:,29) = (t(228353:228609));
AX(:,29) = (Ax(228353:228609));
% 14:60
T(:,30) = (t(232193:232449));
AX(:,30) = (Ax(232193:232449));
% 14:61
T(:,31) = (t(236033:236289));
AX(:,31) = (Ax(236033:236289));
% 14:62
T(:,32) = (t(239873:240129));
AX(:,32) = (Ax(239873:240129));
% 14:63
T(:,33) = (t(243713:243969));
AX(:,33) = (Ax(243713:243969));
% 14:64
T(:,34) = (t(247553:247809));
AX(:,34) = (Ax(247553:247809));
% 14:65
T(:,35) = (t(251393:251649));
AX(:,35) = (Ax(251393:251649));
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% 14:66
T(:,36) = (t(255233:255489));
AX(:,36) = (Ax(255233:255489));
% 14:67
T(:,37) = (t(259073:259329));
AX(:,37) = (Ax(259073:259329));
% 14:68
T(:,38) = (t(262913:263169));
AX(:,38) = (Ax(262913:263169));
% 14:69
T(:,39) = (t(266753:267009));
AX(:,39) = (Ax(266753:267009));
% 14:70
T(:,40) = (t(270593:270849));
AX(:,40) = (Ax(270593:270849));
% 14:71
T(:,41) = (t(274433:274689));
AX(:,41) = (Ax(274433:274689));
% 14:72
T(:,42) = (t(278273:278529));
AX(:,42) = (Ax(278273:278529));
% 14:73
T(:,43) = (t(282113:282369));
AX(:,43) = (Ax(282113:282369));
% 14:74
T(:,44) = (t(285953:286209));
AX(:,44) = (Ax(285953:286209));
% % 14:75
T(:,45) = (t(289793:290049));
AX(:,45) = (Ax(289793:290049));
% 14:76
T(:,46) = (t(293633:293889));
AX(:,46) = (Ax(293633:293889));
% % 14:41
% T(:,11) = (t(:));
% AX(:,11) = (Ax(:));
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% 15:something
% t_e = (t(288321:289217));
% Azg_e = (Azg(288321:289217));
%%
%f = fit(T(:,i),AX(:,i), 'rat23')
%
% for i = 1:2
% %fig1 = figure(1);
% figure(i)
% %set(gca,'XTick',288321:128:289281);
% set(figure(i),'units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]);
% %set(gca,'XTick',288321:128:289281);
% plot (T(:,i),AX(:,i),'-db'); grid on;
% grid minor;
% set(gca,'FontSize',18);
% datetick('x',16,'keeplimits','keepticks');
% %title('Acceleration vs. Time, 11 August 2016, Sampling at 64 Hz')
% %legend('Ax')
% %xlabel('Time (s)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold')
% %ylabel('Acceleration (g)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold')
% %print -dtiff -r600 fname
% end
%%
%%
for i = 1:2
%fig1 = figure(1);
figure(i)
%set(gca,'XTick',288321:128:289281);
set(figure(i),'units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]);
%set(gca,'XTick',288321:128:289281);
plot (T(:,i),AX(:,i),'-db','LineWidth', 4); grid on;
grid minor;
set(gca,'FontSize',30);
datetick('x',16,'keeplimits','keepticks');
%title('Acceleration vs. Time, 11 August 2016, Sampling at 64 Hz')
%legend('Ax')
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%xlabel('Time (s)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold')
%ylabel('Acceleration (g)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','Bold')
%print -dtiff -r600 fname
end
%%
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APPENDIX C

RESULTS PLOTS
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C.1

DECELERATION CURVES:
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141
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C. 2

INSTANTANEOUS DRAG COEFFICIENTS:
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